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Quarterly Report
April-June 2019

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 
A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 
MONTHS.

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 
that address topical issues and the people affected by them.  
(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am)

FOX5 NEWS: In-depth local and national news.  
(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm; 
Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and, 
Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm)

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 
a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 
nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 
taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 
community.

The Georgia Gang: This show is Atlanta’s longest running public affairs 
program airing Sundays at 8:30a.m. (repeating at 11:30p.m.)  The weekly half-
hour program, includes a panel discussion of a variety of timely topics and 
provides a forum for state and local issues.
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EDUCATION

04/2/19 8a 3:00
High 5 Teacher Profile #3 Rebekah Jordan from South Paulding High School

04/4/19 8a 3:15
High 5 Teacher Profile #4 Keith Pankey from Dawson County High School

04/04/19 5/6/10/11pm 9:25
Fake eviction notices are raising eyebrows for some students on the Emory University campus. 
The politically-themed flyers were approved by the university and ended up on numerous student housing doors, on 
and off campus. Tonight, some Jewish students are speaking out about the flyers, that make reference to the Jewish 
and Palestinian conflict.

04/5/19 9a 2:35
Pike Nursery expert talks about the top plants for a fragrant garden this Spring

04/9/19 8a 2:55
High 5 Teacher Profile #5 Fran Thompson from South Gwinnett High School

04/10/19 5a & 7a 2:30
Cobb County teachers work with NASA: 2 teachers were selected to work on a special project and bring that focus 
back to the class room to encourage careers in science and astronomy

04/12/19 9a 2:55
Pike Nursey expert talks about growing tasty tomatoes

04/15/19 9a 3:30
Tonight’s episode of “The Resident” deals with maternal healthcare-----while the focus is better maternal healthcare 
for all women—the episode focuses on the disparity between the death of white women and black women during 
and post-childbirth.  Our guest---speaks about his personal experience because he lost his wife ---now he helps 
educate and take action with his charity4Kira4Moms

04/17/19 5a & 7a 2:25
We take a look at the Georgia Pecan program and how the state is working to help farmers 

04/19/19 9a 3:00
Pike Nursery expert talks about growing shrubberies in containers

04/26/19 9a 3:15
Beneficial bugs in your garden as we bounce into spring:  certain bugs like lady bugs are very helpful

04/30/19 a & 7a 3:00
Telic empowerment:  Four metro Atlanta moms come together to form a new group—a non-profit designed to help 
families with special needs.

05/1/19 8a 1:30
The High 5 Teacher’s winning school check presentation is shown off

05/01/19 10/11pm 4:35
They coughed up the cash and feel like they got nothing. That's the complaint from students at Tucker High 
School tonight, as they question how money raised for the senior class is being spent. The graduation gowns had the 
same cost last year... but look at the difference. Tonight, students and parents are asking for accountability.
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05/3/19 9a 3:00
Pike Nursey experts talks about Earth Acid Lovers fertilizer segment---and all things hydrangeas

05/10/19 9a 3”15
Pike Nursey expert talks about Mother’s Day gardens---rose gardens and garden gift-baskets

05/14/19 10pm 2:10
Hundreds rally to keep a principal in school. Tonight, parents, students and community members want to know why 
a 28-year veteran of DeKalb schools is being forced out. Doctor Shelton Bernard had only served as leader of Cedar 
Grove High for one year, before people found out, he wouldn’t come back.

05/15/19 5pm 2:15
69 million dollars--that's how much the state set aside for school safety grants for Georgia school districts. And 
today, Governor Brian Kemp got an up-close look at how one district is putting that money to use. The Douglas 
County school system is one of the first in the state to upgrade campus security with the money 

05/15/19 5a & 7a 2:50
A brother and sister invent an APP called “It’s ok to be not ok”—where those struggling with mental obstacles, or 
those who have physical ailments can press a button and send a “need help” notification to friends and family.  It 
started after the sister was battling depression and bullying and tried to take her own life.

05/16/19 5a/7a/9a 2:35
Atlanta Classical Academy Graduation---the 1st graduating class at this charter school. We profile one student who 
tells us this unique educational setting turned his life around

05/16/19 6pm 2:15
It’s graduation season and students are preparing to move their tassels. But there’s one school in particular at the 
Atlanta Classical Academy, that will be doing “Pomp and Circumstance” for the first time. 

5/17/19 9a 3:00
Local student has received more than $1 million  in scholarship offers from 16 different colleges---Christopher 
McCrary lives in the East Lake community---where 2 decades ago was nicknamed “Little Viet Nam” due to the 
violence and crime---A huge turnaround---and with the help of the East Lake Foundation---big differences. 
Christopher’s success—where he also plays golf for the local charter high school that won the state championship

5/17/19 9a 2:40
Pike Nursery expert talks about growing your own food

05/19/19 10/11pm 3:00
Shock and awe at today’s commencement ceremony at Morehouse College. Graduates already so thrilled to be 
earning their diplomas on this day got something they could never have expected. Billionaire Robert Smith told 
those students he’s setting up a grant to pay off all their student loans. 

05/20/19 5/6pm 3:00
It’s the kind of graduation speech you never forgot. A wealthy investment banker makes a promise that literally 
changes the lives of the young men who graduated from Morehouse College yesterday morning. Robert F. Smith 
urged young Morehouse men to make a difference in their lives and the lives of others after he pledged to pay off 
their student loans. The numbers aren’t in yet but some speculate that generous gift amounts to nearly 40 million 
dollars for the graduates who took out loans to attend the prestigious men’s college. 

05/20/19 5a & 7a 2:35
Drone Racing League---technology developed at Georgia Tech students is being used in the world’s biggest drone 
racing league competition.  We hear from the professor who helped create the technology and its impact on
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05/21/19 10a 3:00
Fox News host Shannon Bream talks about new book---“In Finding the Bright Side”

05/21/19 10a 3:30
Dekalb Couny District band leader Don P. Roberts—who worked with Beyonce and has credits with other 
Hollywood and TV productions---stops by 

05/21/19 10/11pm 3:00
Get caught with a vape and get punished like it’s a felony. One local school system is cracking down on e-cigarettes, 
vape pens and any other kind of smokeless cigarette. The district is calling it an extreme zero tolerance policy. 

05/23/19 5/6pm 3:30
Tomorrow a metro Atlanta teen will graduate high school with a 4.7 GPA. 21 AP courses helped him earn that very 
high average. More than a dozen colleges accepted Rawlin Tate, Junior, offering him more than $1.2 million dollars 
in scholarships combined. 

05/24/19 9a 2:40
Pike Nursery expert talks about bringing the gorgeous blooms of spring inside—we show off the best flowers for 
vases.

05/28/19 10a 3:15
Gwinnet County summer reading programs---the book mobile stops by for a visit

05/31/19 10a 3:05
Butterflies add life and color to your landscape and help pollinate plants so they produce more flowers as well as 
fruit and veggies.  Some ideas to encourage and attract butterflied to the garden

06/7/19 10a 2:55
Pike Nursery expert talks about what to know about weeding your lawn and garden

06/12/19 10a 3:30
Georgia DNR biologist and chef Charlie Killmaster is here to serve up a recipe of sea bass—and talk about fish you 
can catch in Georgia or off the GA coast.

06/14/19 10a 2:45
Pike Nursery expert offers some top tips for landscape design

06/17/2019 10/11pm 3:00
A teacher’s union is fighting to get Atlanta Public School teachers the full $3,000 pay raise prompted by the state. 
The Atlanta Federation of Teachers wants the district to rescind a decision which holds back some of the promised 
pay at least for now. 

06/20/19 5P/6P 3:10
Imagine paying for something you never really got. That's what hundreds of former ITT technical institute students 
have done for years. The school shuttered in 2016 leaving students *without* degrees... But *with* outstanding 
student loans. A new settlement announced today though should give them some relief.  

06/20/19 5P/6P 3:20
A city of south Fulton councilwoman believes she's been double crossed by the Fulton county school board. 
Councilwoman Rosie Jackson says the city was in talks with the board of education to turn the 'old meadows 
operation building' into a community center. But she says she’s just learned the board might vote tonight to tear it 
down.
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06/20/19 10a 3:30
Financial expert Rushion McDonald is in studio to talk about importance of having money making conversations 
with new graduates of both high school and college---to help them build successful ways for money making and 
market themselves for careers

06/21/19 10a 2:45
Pike Nursery expert talks about watering tips for your garden and lawn

06/28/19 10a 2:40
Do It Yourself patriotic planters

DRUGS & ALCOHOL

04/25/19 5/6/10pm 6:45
A driver runs head-on into a school bus filled with children, minutes after the bus left a Floyd County school. 
Authorities have since charged that driver with DUI. Medics took more than a dozen children to the hospital, but 
authorities say it's a miracle no one was seriously injured.

05/02/19 10/11pm 4:50
A local student collapsed and nearly died after taking a hit off a vape pen. It's a story all parents need to see. The 
dramatic scene unfolded in front of a class when the South Paulding High School student collapsed and stopped 
breathing. Fox 5's Will Nunley spoke exclusively tonight with the student and his mother. 

05/03/19 5/6/11pm 5:55
Neighbors show their gratitude after a drug raid on a Coweta County home.  Deputies say afterward, residents came 
up and said thank you and complained of drugs and other illegal activity at the home. 

05/07/19 6/11pm 2:30
A traffic stop on I-85 -- leads to a big drug bust and takes five pounds of meth off the streets. 
Coweta County deputies say they discovered the meth in a backpack of a car pulled over for tailgating.  

05/13/19 5/6/10pm 6:15
To Dunwoody now, where police have charged a suspected drug dealer with felony murder. Today, prosecutors 
applauded the efforts of investigators who say the suspect's drugs are directly responsible for a man's death.

05/22/19 10/11pm 3:40
Tipped off by a toilet flush. Local deputies make a major drug bust after receiving a search warrant for a septic tank. 
It was a dirty job but the payout was big. We’re talking about bags of meth hidden in a place no one wants to look. 

05/27/19 10/11pm 2:30
Rattled by a raid. A team of narcotics investigators bombard a house in an upscale neighborhood. It all happened 
Friday morning in the Starlight neighborhood in Sandy Springs. 

06/04/19 5/10pm 4:00
A massive drug bust in Marietta. Local and federal authorities tell Fox Five they were able to get more than 20,000 
prescription drugs off the streets. The investigation started weeks ago at John F. Kennedy Airport in New York City 
and led authorities to Marietta. 
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RACIAL TENSION/PREJUDICE/DISCRIMINATION

04/16/19 5/6/11pm 7:15
Controversy surrounds a snapchat video which appears to be a re-enactment of an illegal immigrant being arrested. 
That video - made by students in Newton County - ends with expletives targeting Mexicans.  School administrators 
said multiple students have been disciplined in connection with the video.  

05/08/19 5/6/10pm 6:35
A Georgia councilman who drew nationwide scorn for his comments on interracial marriage says he's considering 
stepping down. The Hoschton councilman and the town's mayor are both facing calls for their resignation over 
remarks that many perceive as racially insensitive. That's what members of the community say. Tonight, a prayer 
vigil is being held for the mayor, councilmembers, and for the future of the city.

05/14/19 6/10pm 4:30
There is a racially charged robo call circulating in Fayette County. It focuses on the murder charge against a woman, 
who is white, who attempted to intervene in a hit and run incident involving a black man. Police say she shot and 
killed the man. Our Morse Diggs spoke to someone who got that disturbing call and she has a message for the 
people behind the call.

05/15/19 5/6pm 3:25
A Georgia woman has called on Governor Kemp for help. She's a correctional officer who recently became Muslim. 
The warden says her headscarf violates the department's "standard operating procedures". 

05/30/19 10/11pm 3:00
Tempers flare in Hoschton tonight amid calls for the mayor and a council member to resign. Mayor Kenerly and 
council member Jim Cleveland are under fire for reported racially-charged comments they’ve made. 

06/03/19 10/11pm 4:00
New developments in the town of Hoschton. That’s where the mayor and a city council member are facing calls to 
resign over racially-charged comments. Tonight there was a city council meeting. 

06/17/19 11pm 2:00
Turning tragedy into triumph. It was 30 years ago when five teens, known as the Central Park Five, were sentenced 
to prison for raping a woman in New York City. But DNA evidence later provided the two men are innocent. 
Tonight, two of those men came to Atlanta to raise awareness about wrongful convictions. 

ECONOMY 

04/1/19 7a & 9a 3:10
Additional services now being provided by the ride share LYFT will help you save money---the I-team explains the 
benefit---especially if you work for LYFT

04/3/19 7a & 9a 3:40
2019 Tax Tips: We begin several reports on some tax tips as tax deadline day approaches

04/3/19 9a 3:30
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello takes a closer look at the HGTV Smart House and the items you might consider 
adding to your household

04/8/19 7a & 9a 2:55
Call For Action success story

04/9/19 8a 3:30
Real Estate Expert John Adams stops by with 5 words to never use when selling your home
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04/10/19 7a & 9a 2:30
A new study done in part by UGA shows that the office go-getter, the hard worker, gets dumped with more work 
because they’re more competent.  Good for the boss, but the go-getter is gettin’ tired of it. How to stick up for 
yourself—and bosses how to stop dumping on your star student.

04/12/19 7a & 9a 2:45
Consumer beware----the I-Team has information about the “hot ticket” times. The time when most traffic tickets are 
written by law enforcement

04/15/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Tax Deadline day----did you miss it? Now worries our I-team explains last minute remedies and delays; but the 
importance of filing an extension today if you can’t your taxes done is essential

04/17/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Summer job anxiety:  Help ease your teen looking for summer work into the process and  minimize their anxious 
feelings.  But making a learning opportunity and don’t procrastinate

04/19/19 7a & 9a 2:45
Cost of Living Rises—Inflation took a big jump in March –but there are ways to save money. The I-Team share 
some of the good economic news

04/22/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Lyft Food Desert—A new program where Lyft has partnered with the City of Atlanta in a pilot program called 
“AgLanta”.  A six-month program that will offer $2 rides to as many as 300 families living in low-income 
neighborhoods to grocery stores and farmer’s markets.

04/23/19 8a 3:25
Real Estate expert John Adams talks about the 5 most expensive home repairs and what you can do to avoid them

04/24/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Taxes---many of us weren’t happy with how much we owed in taxes due to the new tax laws.  So, let’s help you so 
there are no surprises when you file your 2019 taxes. Also, what you can do to remedy any flaws in your financial 
efforts to minimize your tax liability

04/24/19 5/6pm 3:50
It's the biggest weekend in college basketball and today, organizers behind the NCAA final four announced the 2020 
event will be even bigger.  Not only will Atlanta host the division one championship, the city will also host the 
division two and division three championships the same weekend.  Atlanta is the only city to do this. This will be the 
city's fifth time hosting the championship weekend. 

04/29/19 7a & 9a 2:30
Do you know how to tip? We give some advice on the dos and don’ts when it comes to tipping

05/1/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Kroger adopts a plan to phase out plastic bags by 2025---but some argue the alternatives aren’t always better---we 
take a look at some of the environmentally favorite.

05/3/19 7a & 9a 2:30
Women’s World Cut trip packages---our I-team offers some details on how you can might save money

05/6/19 7a & 9a 2:30
Financial fidelity---is or is it not reasonable for couples to share everything, including joint financial decisions.  But 
at times you need to----So where is the line? We have advice for keeping financial fidelity
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05/06/19 10pm 4:15
If you use Uber or Lyft, you may want to make other plans for Wednesday. Ride share drivers are planning to go on 
strike around the world as well as here in metro Atlanta. They want more money.

05/07/19 10pm 1:20
A welcome sight for Georgia farmers...the signing of the 'Federal Disaster Declaration' stemming from Hurricane 
Michael last year. With the president's signature today, money will now begin to reach storm victims who've been 
struggling for months. It was a move applauded today by Georgia's governor.. who says he is ready to get the money 
moving.

05/7/19 8a 3:30
Real Estate expert John Adams talks about how you can Rent Your Home and Buy it at the same time

05/8/19 7a & 9a 3:25
Cashless Purchases:  Mercedes Benz Stadium is cashless now---but if you don’t have a bank----you put cash I kiosks 
to get a VISA pre-paid card to make in stadium purchases----and other businesses are following suit. But is this 
going too far?

05/13/19 7a & 9a 3:00
May is National Moving month---we offer some tips to save money and how to find a good reliable mover

05/15/19 9a 3:00
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello gives some ideas on great inventions and gadgets for the consumer as part of 
National Inventors Month

05/16/19 10/11pm 3:00
A Loganville neighborhood is fighting back against a proposed garbage transfer station. Residents say they don’t 
want the trash literally in their backyards. 

05/21/19 8a 3:15
Real Estate expert John Adams talks about property inheritance and what you should do financially

05/22/19 7a & 9a 2:30
College costs are going up—we have some advice for getting prepared in advance

05/22/19 9a 3:00
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello has a couple consumer alerts—about making sure you are aware of your credit 
card rules---and on the buying front---check it out---a lot of things that are “Made In America” are not

05/23/19 10/11pm 3:00
It was a packed house tonight at a Loganville Church as hundreds turned out to oppose a solid waste transfer station 
setting up shop in their community. Homeowners from numerous subdivisions and HOA’s came together at 
Graystone Church to unite their efforts against the waste station. 

05/23/19 11pm 1:35
Big plans for a studio in South Fulton once owned by Tyler Perry. People in the community tell Fox Five they are 
excited to be a part of the venture and it’s anticipated growth. 

05/24/19 7a & 9a 2:55
Mental health and money---dealing or not dealing with financial issues can impact you---via avoidance, denial, and 
depression---some tips on what to do to make sure you don’t fall into this vicious cycle

05/26/19 10/11pm 4:00
It’s an event with 3 decades of history here in Atlanta but today the Caribbean carnival in Central Park was abruptly 
shut down by police. 
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05/27/19 7a & 9a 2:50
The city of Atlanta is a good destination for millennials---the largest group now gets 2nd overall best value ---and 
more business keeps them in the state

05/31/19 7a & 9a 3:20
Surprise medical bills---these show up when a patient is billed more than expected for a treatment or procedure.  
What you can do to prepare—we dip into a Call for Action guideline

05/31/19 10/11pm 3:00
Get ready for sticker shock when it comes to goods man in or shipped from Mexico. That’s because President 
Trump says he’ll impose tariffs on our neighbors to the south unless Mexico cracks down on illegal immigrants. 

06/3/19 7a & 9a 3:05
Food Label Confusion---FDA urging companies to standardize eh use of the term “best if used by” on food labels. 
Currently, labels will say “sell by”, “use before”, and “expires by” when products are still good beyond this date. 
The government says this label confusion accounts for 20 percent of food waste per household.

06/4/19 8a 3:30
Real Estate expert John Adams talks about property tax appeals

06/6/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Rent an outfit:  there are clothing rental sites but they’re usually for higher-end threads---like Rent the Runway. 
Now Urban Outfitters is getting into the rental business---it’s call Nuuly---shoppers can rent six items for a fixed 
price of $88 a month. Then you can ship the items back—or you can buy the items at end of the month

06/10/19 7a & 9a 3:40
Summer Travel APPS:---Hopper—select destination and desired dates and HOPPER will send deals—MiFlight—
crowd-sourced travel app where users access the waiting times for the airport security—there are others…

06/12/19 10/11pm 4:00
An Athens woman says her 2019 Hyundai Tucson was just a few days old when it caught fire. And one expert says 
this fire needs to be examined closely. 

06/12/19 5/6pm 1:10
Pay up or get cut off. The City of Atlanta issues a warning to customers who have fallen way behind on their water 
bills. They’re suggesting that anyone who is delinquent, pull those bills out of the drawer and make arrangements to 
pay or prepared to be shut off. 

06/19/2019 11pm 1:30
Memorial Drive. It’s a major thoroughfare that stretches from the City of Atlanta into Dekalb County. And some say 
serious problems along a five-mile stretch of it – east of Interstate 285 – have been ignored. 

06/13/19 9a 3:00
Financial expert John Ulzheimer is in studio to talk about those three big credit agencies---do they share info---no.

06/17/19 7a & 9a 3:20
Amazon Credit Builder---Amazon is now offering a credit card with rewards to folks with bad or no credit. You 
must be a PRIME member and put down a deposit.

06/19/19 7a & 9a 2:50
Summer towing: some tips for towing that boat or RV you will be using this summer

06/25/19 10P/11P 3:00
Anyone who's lived here long enough knows traffic along I-285 can be a real nightmare. But a proposal intended to 
reduce the congestion is hitting a major speed bump with people who live near the busy highway.
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06/24/19 7a & 9a 2:00
Robocalls blocked: The FCC voted to allow phone carriers to automatically block robocalls, but you still may have 
to pay for the service—check with your carrier

06/26/19 7a & 9a 2:30
Parents and sports----hey what ever happened with sport etiquette for parents around youth sports—we take a closer 
look at how to properly deal with your student athletes…and how to behave at the field

06/28/19 7a & 9a 2:20
Financial Fornication—the name of a new book whose author writes provocatively about managing finances. 
Including dealing with how more people talk about failed relationships---but are very hush-hush about failed 
financial strategies or money relationships

HEALTH/HEATHCARE

04/2/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Marijuana edibles: recent busts is only part of the stories---Georgia Poison Control has been monitoring the illnesses 
linked to the tainted treats- We have an alert and best practices

04/03/19 5pm 3:30
Nearly a half million Americans are in kidney failure. And many will need dialysis. It's a major commitment, that 
can come with a loss of independence. Patients spend hours each week in a dialysis center. But, Roger Cash of 
Flowery Branch thinks he may have found a better option. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has his story.
 
04/04/19 5pm 2:35
For years, we've been told it's better to exercise in the morning, or afternoon -- than it is at night. That's because it 
was thought working out too close to our bedtime can make it harder to sleep. But, as the Fox Medical Team's Beth 
Galvin explains, a new study shows that may not be true.

04/4/19 7a & 9a 3:10
Exercise sleep: Who exercises before they go to sleep? Most would expect exercise to keep you up, but a new study 
says good exercise can be a good sleep aid.

04/08/19 5pm 3:30
Last summer, Tommy Ashby was hit with a pain that was unlike anything he had ever felt. The Social Circle father 
of two had developed a bone infection in his jaw that seemed unstoppable. He tried round after round of I-V 
antibiotics and even, surgery. But nothing helped until Ashby began hyperbaric oxygen treatment.   

04/09/19 5pm 2:45
With the pollen count at near-record highs, those of us with springtime allergies are having a hard time. If you need 
a little extra help getting through the sneezing season -- an Atlanta doctor recommends hitting the produce aisle. The 
Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has a look at some foods that can help your allergies.

04/09/19 5/6/11pm 6:25
A Fox Five news alert...a rabies alert in Douglas County where three rabid raccoons have been found in the last five 
weeks. So far, the virus hasn't affected any people, but the county has quarantined some pets because of it. Fox 
Five's Doug Evans says one of the rabid raccoons showed up in busy downtown Douglasville.

04/10/19 5pm 3:45
It was a 911 call that stopped Paulding County firefighters and paramedics in their tracks: a 29-year-old down, in 
full cardiac arrest. What happened earned paramedics from Metro Atlanta Ambulance Service a medical call of the 
year award for their 16-county region.  The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin is here with a pretty incredible story 
behind this CPR save.
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04/11/19 7a & 9a 3:10
The ABCs of Braces   Increasingly, people are moving away from traditional braces to fix their teeth. Some take the 
risk of going DIY, but most know that’s not the way to go. Are invisible braces the way to go? Orthodontists tell us 
it depends

04/12/19 9a 3:00
Dr. Ian Smith stops by to talk about his book and lifestyle plan of eating Clean and Lean

04/15/19 5pm 3:50
Julia Navarro won't turn two until August, but she has already earned her transplant "superhero" cape.
More than over a year ago, the Lawrenceville toddler underwent a cutting-edge surgery at Children's Healthcare of 
Atlanta. Julia's mother gave a part of her liver to her then 7-month old. This, after a surprise diagnosis changed the 
family's life forever. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin is here with their story.

04/15/19 5/6pm 5:15
A new anti-smoking law is in the works at Atlanta city hall. It targets or expands restricted smoking zones including 
restaurants, the airport, and the use of so-called "e-cigarettes" -- which the surgeon general calls an epidemic among 
young people.

04/16/19 7a & 9a 2:40
The FDA says high-tech surgical robots aren’t an improvement over traditional operations. For some patients, robots 
may be worse. We talk to two surgeons about the pros and cons

04/17/19 5pm 3:15
At 35, Dashaun Johnson looks like the hardcore fitness pro that he is. They call him "the guru of abs."
And get this - he has a growing number of fans --- who are twice his age. All thanks to an innovative workout class 
he's created for seniors. The class is called "senior body sculpting." It's a workout that can be done sitting down.  

04/17/19 6pm 1:35
Georgia governor Brian Kemp has officially signed a new medical marijuana bill into law. It expands access for 
patients in need of the drug that could potentially save lives. 

04/18/19 5pm 1:50
If we really are what we eat, many on us are on the slacker bus. Let's face it, it's hard to keep our eating on track. But 
a growing number of foods promise to help us fill in the gaps with *added* healthy ingredients. These are called 
functional foods. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin digs in to what they are.

04/18/19 7a & 9a 3:00
People just want to feed good--- Tumeric, CBD oil, and more are being used as healthy additives. Is this marketing 
or truly healthy? Why are we being willing to use infused products these days---our Dr. Taz gives her take.

04/22/19 5pm 3:30
It's happened to all of us: we're driving in the car, the car radio is on, and all of sudden a song makes us feel like 
we're sixteen again. Music can evoke powerful memories. And it's helping seniors in one Grant Park retirement 
community both connect and remember. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin is here with their story.

04/22/19 5/6/11pm 6:00
A family calls it an Easter miracle – an off-duty Snellville police lieutenant jumped into action Sunday to save his 
neighbor. The man was found unconscious just down the street from the lieutenant's home.

04/23/19 5pm 2:40
Research shows that getting out in nature can help calm us and invigorate us. But what if you live in a retirement 
home or a place where it's not so easy to get outdoors? At one Atlanta senior living home, they've found a powerful 
way to reconnect with nature with horticultural therapy.
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04/23/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Digging in the Dirt:   Keeping the elderly moving, alert and engaged by digging into nature.  We talk to certified 
horticultural therapist, Kirk Hines, at A.G. Rhodes Nursing Home Greenhouse.

04/24/19 5/6pm 3:50
The president and first lady spent the afternoon in Atlanta, at a prescription drug and heroin summit, telling 
addiction experts the US is making progress in battling the opioid overdose epidemic.

04/25/19 5pm 3:00
As parents, we often talk to our children about "stranger danger." But when it comes to child sexual abuse -- the 
perpetrator is often someone the child knows. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has tips every parent needs to 
hear -- from a family psychiatrist -- and sexual abuse survivor.

04/25/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Talking about dealing with child abuse---med experts have observations

04/26/19 7a & 9a 3:00
When there’s too much on your “to do” list you may get stressed----we offer some advice on toning it down---so 
you don’t get that anxious

04/29/19 5pm 3:20
When it comes risk factors for prostate cancer, army veteran Donald Williamson faced a triple threat.  He had a 
strong family history of the disease. He's African-American. And he's over fifty. But that didn't make the diagnosis 
or the choices he had to make any easier.

04/29/19 11pm 2:15
Measles shots aren't just for kids. With the virus on the rise, some adults want to know if they need a booster.  A 
doctor tells us who's most at risk--and who should consider a new dose.

04/30/19 5pm 2:40
Many of us use apps like Uber or Lyft that deliver a driver to our door. But there's a new smartphone app in Atlanta 
that brings a doctor to your home. It's called Heal and it's changing how some people in metro Atlanta get their 
healthcare. 

04/30/19 7a & 9a 3:20
House Call APPS:  There’s an app for everything including the old doctor’s house call.  We’ll take you on a HEAL 
housecall and see how it works. Also will these replace doctor visits and is there a downside?

05/01/19 5pm 3:50
It's a problem that affects nearly 80-percent of women from their 20's all the way up into their fifties.
Fibroids are non-cancerous tumors that grow in a woman's uterus. Sometimes they cause few symptoms.    Other 
times, they can leave women with pain, heavy cycles, and severe anemia. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin is 
here with one woman's search for answers. 

05/01-02/19 10p/6p 8:28
The FOX 5 I-Team catches a local ambulance service using unlicensed workers instead of real medics to transport 
patients. By law every ambulance in Georgia must be staffed by two state-licensed medics to make sure they can 
properly care for the patient. What's even more troubling, the I-Team discovered one of the company's regular 
drivers is a registered sex offender. Our investigation prompted the state to take unprecedented action, quickly 
ordering Members EMS to shut down and revoking the owner's individual medic license.

05/01-02/19 10p/6p 11.22
Hospitals prefer to be known best for providing quality patient care, but the FOX 5 I-Team discovered Mountain 
Lakes Medical is well-known for its lawsuits and former employee complaints. Over the years, the pristine for-profit 
hospital perched high above Clayton, Georgia has had difficulty paying all its bills on time, raising questions about 
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what's really going on with that estimated 20-million-dollar place of healing on the hill. Also a former physician has 
filed suit against the hospital claiming hospital employees were told to use his national physician ID number -- or 
NPI -- to bill insurance for patients he never saw, procedures he never performed. The hospital denies the claim. 
 
05/02/19 5pm 3:00
It is hard go anywhere in Atlanta these days without seeing someone on a motorized scooter. Companies with names 
like Lime, Bird, Jump, and Lyft have scooter-shares around the city. A new study in the American Journal of 
Emergency Medicine reveals scooter injuries are on the rise, especially for millennials. The Fox Medical Team's 
Beth Galvin takes a look at what researchers found.

05/2/19 7a & 9a 2:50
Scooter accidents----the scooter trend can be found in the office of area doctors. We talk to an local physician about 
the types of injuries he’s seeing from scooter accidents

05/06/19 5pm 3:55
There is nothing that will stop you in your track quite like the words "you have cancer."  For Elyssa Reynolds, the 
diagnosis came at 34: Colon cancer. Reynolds knew she would need chemotherapy and surgery. But which drugs 
would give her the best chance of surviving? To find out, she decided to have her tumor kept alive -- and tested. The 
Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin is here to explain how it all worked.

05/7/19 7a & 9a 3:00
MDSave:  A website that allows you to shop for medical procedures is now being used by Gwinnett Medical to 
bundle buy treatments to save money. A high percentage of its clients have high deductibles, and this program 
allows you to buy procedures out of pocket without hitting deductible thresholds. Is this a good idea?

05/7/19 9a 3:40
Dr, Ian Smith is here again to follow up on the weight loss progress of a patient on a weight loss journey---plus 
some tips on keeping the weight off

05/08/19 5pm 3:30
Nathaniel Paxton says he's living proof of what a difference getting in to see a doctor can make. It wasn't easy, after 
the Stone Mountain father of three lost his insurance when he changed jobs. But Paxton found a clinic in DeKalb 
County that offers *free* healthcare to men. That clinic would become Mr. Paxton's lifeline.

05/08/19 5/6pm 4:10
Two Marta police officers took quick action to help save the lives of two passengers’ lives. Today, the American 
Red Cross honored them. Fox Five's Alexa Liacko talked to the officers about what they did to help total strangers.

05/9/19 5a/7a/10a 2:45
A young patient at the AFLAC Cancer & Blood Disorders Cener at CHOA gets a special recognition from student 
and a coach at the school he attends

05/9/19 9a 3:30
Starkey Hearing Foundation---works to provide hearing aids for those that can’t afford them

05/13/19 5pm 3:40
What do videogamers and planking have in common? More than you would think, thanks to an innovative new 
program at Northside Hospital. Experts there have teamed with some of the world's top gamers to help them get 
healthier. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin is here with a look inside one of the world's
first e-sports medicine programs.

05/14/19 5pm 3:00
Last week -- the CDC confirmed 75-new cases of measles. That brings the total number to 836-cases across 23-
states. A handful of those cases were right here in Georgia and that's led many of us to wonder whether we might 
need a measles vaccine. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has some answers.
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5/14/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Who should get a measles vaccination shot?

05/15/19 5pm 3:40
Donald Bagley has quietly helped cancer patients beat the odds for 17-years. Last week, the Lawrenceville 65-year 
old rolled up his sleeve, and donated platelets for the two-hundred-and-fiftieth time! What began as a way to help a 
fellow church member, has turned into one of the driving forces in Bagley's life.

05/16/19 5pm 2:15
This is national women's health week. So, it seems like a good time for women, who often focus on their families, to 
take a hard look at their own health. And there are some "quiet" warning signs we might be missing. The Fox 
Medical team's Beth Galvin has the symptoms you need to watch for.

05/16/19 10/11pm 3:00
Wrestling superstar and Atlanta favorite Ric Flair is facing another serious health scare. We’re told he’s in a local 
hospital facing surgery just hours from now. 

5/16/19 7a & 9a 3:25
Women’s health---some helpful tips for the summer season. What should women be doing right now to maintain 
their health? Dr. Taz offer some advice.

05/20/19 5p 2:25
Do you remember your first job? Going in for the interview, meeting your coworkers? It's an exciting, sometimes 
unnerving, experience. And navigating that first job can be more challenging for young adults living with autism. 
But a program at children's healthcare of Atlanta’s Marcus Autism center is helping teens get a foot in the door.

05/21/19 5p 2:35
African Americans make up 13-percent of the U.S. population. But only 4-percent of all doctors are black. A study 
done last year found that being able to see a male doctor of the same race made a critical difference for black men.

5/21/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Diversity Impact: Former HHS Secretary and founding dean at Morehouse School of Medicine Dr. Louis Sullivan is 
still leading the Sullivan Alliance---its goal is to increase diversity in the healthcare field—we hear why this matters.

05/22/19 5p 2:30
It was a terrifying moment. A Fulton county couple's two-and-a-half year old son was found floating unconscious in 
a community pool. It happened quickly, and quietly. With dozens of adults sitting around the pool. Dylan Cierny 
survived his near-drowning. But it shook his parents to their core.

05/22/19 10/11pm 3:00
An incredible recovery for a hero. Eight months after he was shot in the line of duty, Covington Police officer, Matt 
Cooper, finally speaks to the public. With his wife by his side, he shares the tough journey to healing. 

5/23/19 5P 2:20
We spend a third of our lives at work. Which is why having a well-designed office really matters. But, if you're 
stuck in a cubicle and feeling uninspired, we've got help. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice from 
an interior design professor at "SCAD Atlanta" on how to redesign your desk.

5/23/19 7a & 9a 3:25
Decorating and design for your health---from colors to ceiling height, a SCAD professor shows you how designing 
and decorating your home can impact your health
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05/27/2019 5/6/11pm 5:30
It’s probably a safe bet to guess that most of us did not spend Memorial Day running half marathons in this 90-
degree heat. But that’s exactly what a team of super-humans did for an incredible cause, raising funds and awareness 
for veterans’ mental health. 

05/28/19 5/6/10pm 3:00
An independent audit shows a significant amount of the life-saving medicine carried on Atlanta fire engines were 
expired. The city auditor found 80 percent of the medications at the airport stations were expired. 

5/28/19 7a & 9a 3:40
Fighting antibacterial resistance---the rapid emergence of resistant bacteria is ain large part because doctors are over 
prescribing antibiotics. Georgia Tech and Harvard researchers are working on ways to reverse this with new 
prescription strategies and better tracking.

05/29/19 5p 2:35
More than two-hundred-thousand Americans undergo weight loss surgery each year. For many, bariatric surgery can 
be a game changer. It was for one henry country educator. But losing so much weight, so quickly, led to another 
challenge: Excess skin. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here with her story.

05/30/19 5P 2:20
Right now -- a lot of fruits and vegetables are in season. And there is no better time to hit your local farmers market 
or the produce section of your grocery store and lighten up your eating -- with some fresh, flavorful ingredients. The 
fox medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice from a nutrition pro.

5/30/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Healthy eating for the summer: A Life University nutritionist shares some healthy summer recipes anyone can make

6/3/19 5a & 7a 2:45
CPR Week: National CPR and AED Awareness Week----We talk to two people who survived cardiac arrest---and 
we speak with the regional director of the American Heart Association.

06/03/19 5P 2:25
A 17-year old Columbus girl recently made the hardest choice of her life. Tamesha Simmons chose to have her legs 
surgically removed just below the knee. And now, she's hoping to get back on her feet for the first time in years.

06/03/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
A local man equips local police officers with critical life-saving equipment. Now the community is honoring his life 
by saving more lives. 

06/04/19 5P 2:15
It's the perfect time of year to kick off your shoes and jump into a pool. But summer is also primetime for some 
pretty common foot problems like fungal infections. The Fox Medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice from a 
foot doctor on how to keep your feet healthy this summer.

06/4/19 7a & 9a 3:05
Summer feet---One woman shares the mistakes she use to make when balancing looking fashionable and keeping 
her feet healthy during the summer. Her podiatrist breaks down the dos and don’ts for keeping your feet looking 
good and healthy this summer

06/05/19 5P 3:10
The symptoms hit her from out of the blue. At first this university of Georgia professor thought she was having a 
heart attack. But what was happening -- was even more dangerous than that. She had a tear in her aorta, which is the 
largest artery in the body. The fox medical team's Beth Galvan explains what happened.
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06/05/19 10/11pm 3:00
Firefighters from around the world are rallying around a Cherokee County teen. Logan Droke is battling leukemia. 
He’s the son of a firefighter. And today, Logan became an honorary firefighter. 

06/06/19 5P 2:25
Being diagnosed with heart failure changed Frankie Favors' life. The west Atlanta father of three was in and out of 
the hospital and could never seem to get control of his condition. But in today's segment sponsored by Grady health 
system, favors talks about how he turned a corner.

06/6/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Grady Health System report: Being diagnosed with heart failure changed this man’s life.  Hear how this man turned 
the corner and got a handle on his heart health

06/10/19 5P 2:45
The diagnoses would have stopped many of us in our tracks. A Johns Creek woman learns she has a genetic 
condition that puts her at high-risk of developing a series of cancers. But, Leah Mailey took it in stride. Relying on 
her faith -- and the best medical team she could find.

06/10/19 5/6/10pm 5:00
His life was cut tragically short when he fell ill at a July football practice. But today, state lawmakers honored the 
life of Johnny Tolbert III, by studying the issue of heat-related illnesses in young athletes. 

06/11/19 5P 2:25
For years we've been told *white* meat is healthier than *red* meat. But a new study shows that may not be the 
case. Researchers in California found both red and white meat may be equally bad for our cholesterol.

06/11/19 7a & 9a 2:25
Is white meat really healthier for you---new study says maybe not so much----we update with this study

06/12/19 5P 2:30
Travelling with a young child is not easy. And it can be especially challenging for parents with a child on the autism 
spectrum. So, Marcus Autism center of Children's healthcare of Atlanta has come up with some travel tips. To help 
make your family vacation a little easier this summer.

06/13/19 5P 2:40
Most parents know stomach bugs and school can go hand in hand. So when a henry county boy came down with 
one, his parents didn't think it was serious. That is, until the bottom dropped out. Liam Fallas landed in children's 
healthcare of Atlanta, fighting for his life.

06/13/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Liam’s Challenge: a bad reaction to an antibiotic triggered a c-diff infection in an 8 year old named Liam. What 
started out as stomach discomfort eventually led to fluid filled lungs. His family and doctor explain c-diff and the 
challenges associated with the infection. ---and we talk about a cycling fund-raiser for CHOA

06/17/19 5P 2:40
Sydney Fowler's life changed in the blink of an eye. After the Charleston ninth-grader contracted a staph infection 
that left her paralyzed. Fowler still doesn't know how the staph got into her spinal cord. But she is now 300-miles 
from home, starting over, at Children's Healthcare of Atlanta.

06/18/19 5P 2:16
Does your home make you feel calm and happy? Or, do you look around you and just want to run away? A growing 
body of research shows our homes play a big part in how we live, either good.... or bad. The fox medical team's Beth 
Galvin has some tips on how to create a healthier, happier home.
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06/18/19 5/6pm 3:30
She kept calm under pressure and late today Roswell’s 911 director presented a dispatcher with a special award after 
she helped safely deliver a baby over the phone. 

06/19/19 5P 2:20
A cancer diagnosis can leave you with a difficult question: What are your chances of surviving? Many patients set 
their sites on that five-year benchmark. It's a milestone that breast cancer survivor Karen Reynolds recently 
celebrated.

06/19/19 10/11P 3:20
It was a mission second only to caring for his wife Kathy. But now, Billy Inman, an advocate who helped shape the 
laws in Georgia against illegal immigration, has passed away. He died last week at home with his disabled wife in 
the same house. 

06/20/19 7a 7 9a 3:15
Gonorrhea vaccine---STDs are at a record high globally and among seniors too. Why is this happening? 
Antibacterial resistance is one reason. The NIH has tasked researchers with developing a vaccine for various STDs 
within 5 years. A Georgia State University researcher is part of the team working on a gonorrhea vaccine

06/21/19 5P/6P 3:00
A chemical spill forced an evacuation at Clark Atlanta university. Medics transported at least nine people to Grady 
Memorial hospital for possible exposure.

06/24/19 5P 2:50
It took 30-years for Shandora Lane to find a lasting home, as she struggled with addiction. Today, at 55, she has an 
apartment in stone mountain, and has been drug-free for more than a decade. Shandora is one of hundreds of people 
with HIV who have been helped by the Atlanta non-profit, Jerusalem house.

06/25/19 5a/7a/9a 2:45
Local radio DJ comes back from brain tumor surgery.  It started with just severe headaches—then she was 
diagnosed with a benign tumor----a cautionary tale to remind you to check with your doctor if you sense something 
wrong with your body.

06/25/19 7a & 9a 3:00
No more needle pricks. A cell phone snapshot of your fingernails may help your medical practitioner uncover an 
anemia diagnosis---the work is the collaboration of Scientists Tech and Emory medical that created a cellphone app 
that can measure red blood cell count and iron level without using blood.

06/25/19 5P 2:15
Each year about three million Americans are diagnosed with anemia. It can make you weak, short of breath, and 
pale. And, in severe cases, anemia can cause heart problems, and other issues. But researchers here in Atlanta have 
developed a smartphone app -- that can painlessly detect whether you're anemic.

06/26/19 5P 2:40
For many kids, summer means "camp." and, this summer, matt and Jamie Brewer's three children are going to camp 
together. They're part of "aurora day camp" in Sandy Springs. It's metro-Atlanta’s only full-summer day camp for 
kids with cancer *and* their siblings.

06/27/19 5P 2:10
If you're bored with your same old workout, and sick of the gym grind, we may have found the thing for you. It's an 
airborne workout that is probably unlike anything you've ever tried.

06/27/19 7a & 9a 3:15
A different kind of workout: aerial fitness----we profile a 40 something year old woman who is using the circus like 
routine to get and stay in shape
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HOMELESSNESS/HUNGER

04/17/19 6pm 1:50
Meals on Wheels Atlanta feeds thousands of seniors across the city, those who can't cook for themselves or who 
can't afford food. The non-profit has a goal of making half a million meals for seniors this year and they have a 
sweet new way to do it. Fox 5's Alexa Liacko takes a closer look at the Purposeful Pecans their chefs are cooking up 
for the community. 

05/02/19 5/6pm 4:10
He served his country, but this Vietnam veteran spent his latter years alone and on the streets.
Then, a driver hit him last month -- and he died. Today, a number of people, mostly strangers, honored that hero's 
life and service. Fox Five's Kerry Charles spoke with people who attended today's service in Spalding County.

05/13/19 5/6/11pm 7:05
Tonight, a charity has helped provide meals for needy children in the summer months needs your help.
The state says the charity can no longer provide those meals the same way they've done for years.
Fox Five's Claire Simms joins with details on what the charity can no longer do, and how they're now asking the 
public to help.

05/28/19 5/6pm 3:20
The summer months can be a challenge for families who rely on free and reduced lunches that come throughout the 
school year. That’s why volunteers with Must Ministries are eager to jump start the annual “Save Our Sandwiches” 
lunch campaign. And organizers say the gratitude of children in needs keeps them motivated to keep packing. 

06/24/19 5P/6P 4:40
A metro Atlanta charity is looking for volunteers to help prepare 58-thousand meals for the needy in north Georgia. 
But you don't have to cook them -- you just need to help put them together. These meals from the Midwest food 
bank are pre-packaged for families to cook as they need them.

WEATHER/DISASTERS

04/04/19 5/6/10/11P 8:00
It's hard to forget these pictures from the days after Hurricane Michael last fall. It ripped roofs off buildings, 
flattened crops, and knocked over trees. Georgia’s pecan, peanut, and cotton crops all took major hits. Now, nearly 
six months after the storm hit, frustrations have grown among Georgia farmers who are still waiting for help from 
the federal government. Just this week -- a major disaster relief bill stalled earlier in congress - amid a political 
debate over aid for Puerto Rico.  Fox 5’s Emilie Ikeda traveled to Bainbridge in southwest Georgia where winds 
exceeding 100 miles per hour leveled farms last October.

04/14/19 6P 21:00
The damage from this storm system is widespread. We've gotten reports of damage from up north in Cherokee 
County -- to down south in Lamar County. Downed trees were a big problem in some of the spots that were hit 
hardest by today's storms. That included Gwinnett County, where a tornado warning was in effect earlier this 
afternoon. Some areas that didn't see tornado warnings still have a mess to clean up. 

04/19/19 6/10/11P 14:35
A severe storm system causes widespread flooding and leaves a path of destruction across north Georgia. Some 
roadways are submerged as communities across the region are dealing with dangerously high water levels. The 
floodwaters have shutdown streets, stranded residents, and left some without power. We have team coverage tonight 
on the aftermath of these severe storms. 

04/19/19 All of Good Day Atlanta Various
Multiple reports file detailed updates on the Severe Weather across mid and north Georgia---including flooding rain, 
lightning strikes, and possible tornado impact
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04/20/19 6/10/11P 7:50
New this hour, we've learned winds from an EF-1 tornado caused the damage to this church in Hall County. The 200 
year-old Dewberry Baptist Church is just one of several buildings damaged in the storm. And in Covington... parts 
of the Yellow River are flooding, forcing evacuations. Several families have lost their homes and the Red Cross has 
been called in to help.

06/05/19 11P 1:30
A man narrowly escapes serious injury tonight after a half of a tree crashed right on top of his minivan. 

06/06/19 10/11P 2:00
For months, farmers in South Georgia have been caught in financial turmoil waiting to see when federal disaster aid 
will finally be released to help them rebuild following last year’s hurricane. And tonight a signature from President 
Trump allows money to start moving this way. 

06/07/19 5/6/10P 6:00
Help is on the way. That’s the message today to Georgia farmers still struggling eight months after Hurricane 
Michael devastated South Georgia. A panel of state and federal officials traveled to South Georgia today to talk 
about what’s next now that the president has signed a massive disaster relief measure. 

06/10/19 5/6P 4:20
Some Fayette County residents are cleaning up after flooding damaged homes and cars in a Peachtree City 
neighborhood. The National Weather Service says that area got more than seven inches of rain over the last several 
days. 

06/12/19 6/11P 3:00
The heavy rain we’ve seen over the last few days is causing big problems in Dekalb County. Officials confirm the 
rain has caused three sewage spills over the weekend. Crews have been monitoring the aging infrastructure and have 
identified several trouble spots. 

06/20/19 10P/11P 3:00
Trees snapped in half and huge oaks uprooted and tossed on top of homes. It's a devastating scene across parts of 
Meriwether county tonight. The hardest hit area seems to be right in the center of Greenville. From damage homes 
to downed power lines...And trees blocking roads. The impact of today's severe weather is extensive.

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS

04/01/19 5/6/11pm 6:10
It's a race against time as Georgia lawmakers work to come up with a compromise on legislation that would pave the 
way for in-state growth of medical cannabis.  A conference committee met for the first time this afternoon at the 
state capitol.  Right now, patients with more than a dozen conditions can legally possess cannabis oil if they join the 
state's low t-h-c oil registry. However, they have to break federal law to actually gain access to the oil.

04/02/19 5/10pm 3:50
We are just seven hours from the end of the legislative session and Georgia lawmakers still have some important 
issues to decide. It may come down to the wire for a bill that would establish in-state cultivation of medical cannabis 
oil.  

04/10/19 6a & 8a 2:45
National Work Zone Safety Awareness week

04/11/19 10/11pm 4:10
Do you live in the suburbs, but travel into the city? Well how would you feel about an extra fee to drive in to 
Buckhead or Midtown? It's an idea that's being discussed at Atlanta city hall right now.
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04/16/19 10/11pm 4:35
People in Peachtree City are wondering if they now have to watch what they say about city leaders.
That's because the city council will soon consider a resolution to allow the city to sue or prosecute residents who 
bad-mouth those elected officials.

04/17/19 6p/10p 8:44
A local businessman and citizen activist takes aim at House of Representative David Ralston. Derek Somerville, a 
former FBI agent tells the FOX 5 I-Team that the Speaker of the House of misusing and over-using a state 
legislative leave provision designed for politicians who are practicing lawyers. Somerville claims Speaker Ralston 
has used the legislative leave clause more than 1000 times causing criminal and civil cases to drag out for years.

04/18/19                                     10/11pm 3:20
If you ever drive down Briarcliff Road in northeast Atlanta, you know it's often like this....a traffic nightmare during 
rush hour. And drivers worry things will only get worse. The state has released plans for a bridge replacement 
on the road. Fox Five's Marissa Mitchell hit the streets to get details on the proposal-- and how the plan could impact 
your commute.

04/18/19                                     10/11pm 4:40
The Peachtree City city council votes down the so-called "defamation resolution". It would have allowed council 
members to sue their critics and would have forced taxpayers to pay the legal fees. Tonight, citizens pushed back 
and pushed back hard.

04/22/19 5/6/11pm 6:05
Location, location, location. In an emergency, knowing where you are is critical for first responders.  
Athens-Clarke County has now partnered with a company called Rapid SOS to help pinpoint the locations of cell 
phone 9-1-1 callers. Just this month, they also teamed up with Uber to give dispatchers even more critical 
information. Fox Five's Claire Simms got an exclusive look at the new technology and as she reports, they're the 
first agency in the state to use it.  

04/22/19 10a 1:00
We have a quick preview of  I-Team investigation  about Unlicensed medics

04/23/19 10/11pm 4:45
Passionate pleas for Cobb County commissioners to step up and help public safety employees. Tonight, residents 
packed into an open meeting to talk about what they call "a public safety crisis". Supporters say the pay and benefits 
are so low compared to other agencies, employees are leaving at an alarming rate.

04/25/19                                       10/11pm                                    4:25
A shocking shift in focus from the Marietta Police Department tonight. For 40-years, the Marietta - Cobb - Smyrna 
Drug Task Force has been cracking down on dealers in the war against drugs. But now, Marietta P-D is stepping 
away from the task force.

04/25/19 11pm 1:55
The neighborhood barbershop has long been a place to sound off. Tonight, Atlanta police officers got in on 
customers' conversations. The group calls it "Clippers and Cops".

04/25/19 10/11pm 4:55
More lanes could be added to the northern part of I-285 and express lanes along other major roadways.
It's part of an ongoing master plan of mobility for Atlanta. It could also mean years of construction ahead for 
commuters everywhere.

04/29-30/19&06/18-19/19 10p/6p 13:00
Our FOX 5 I-team has found historic artifacts and statues that have stood on the grounds of the Governor's mansion 
for more than 100 years have been destroyed or damaged during work by the state agency tasked with keeping up 
the Governor's Mansion. Governor Brian Kemp's spokesperson says the damage was unfortunate and took place 
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during attempts to move columns and statues. Historic preservationists we've spoken to are outraged. The FOX 5 I-
Team went back in time to understand what the people of Georgia have lost and how it happened. Governor Brian 
Kemp plans to appoint a committee to oversee the historic preservation of the mansion.  

04/30/19 5/6/10pm 7:25
Democrat Stacey Abrams announcing via twitter today that she will not run for the U.S. Senate in 2020. Abrams, a 
rising star in the Democratic party, was considered by many to have the best shot of unseating incumbent 
Republican senator David Perdue here in Georgia.  Abrams sat down for a one-on-one interview with Fox 5's Deidra 
Dukes following this morning's announcement. 

05/01/19 10/11pm 4:35
Cobb County doesn't have as many police officers as it needs...and the shortage is getting worse, not better. Officers 
are leaving for better pay and benefits elsewhere. Now, there's a new director of Cobb Public Safety who believes 
the county can and should do better.

05/2/19 6A & 9A 1;10
Deployed dog rescue: a platoon of soldiers from Georgia now deployed in Afghanistan are hoping to bring home a 
dog they found living on the streets. 

05/07/19 5/6pm 3:35
It is arguably one of the most controversial measures during his short time in office. Today, Governor Brian Kemp 
signed what's been dubbed "the heartbeat bill" into law. The legislation bans most abortions in Georgia after a fetal 
heartbeat is detected which is at around six weeks of pregnancy.

05/07/19 10pm 1:55
Love ‘em or hate ‘em—but, now some Atlanta city officials say it’s time to crack down on scooters and bad 
behavior. At least one Atlanta council member says it may be time for change -- or even an outright ban.

05/08/19 5/6pm 4:20
Every year millions of people all over the globe are victims of human trafficking. But today, the state of Georgia 
took one of its biggest steps yet towards ending trafficking in our state. Georgia first lady Marty Kemp and other 
state leaders held the first meeting of the Grace Commission.  

05/08/19 5/6pm 3:35
The Atlanta Fire Department is experiencing dangerous staffing shortages -- that's according to the Atlanta fire 
union. The city's fire crews met with city councilmembers to tell them that shortages have reached *such a critical 
point. They're now having to work overtime and they're exhausted.

05/10/19 5/6pm 3:25
Georgia's governor says politicians in Washington are playing with people's lives by delaying action on funding to 
help Georgia farmers. Governor Brian Kemp called reporters to his office to highlight how desperate farming 
families are in the southwest part of the state struck hard by Hurricane Michael last October. It's been six months -- 
and they're still waiting on federal help.

5/14-16/19&06/19-20/19 5p/6p/10p 9:20-14:00
A federal grand jury indicted Georgia's Insurance commissioner, Jim Beck, just four months after Beck was sworn 
into office. The 38 count fraud and money laundering indictment accuses Beck of stealing $2,000,000 from his 
former employer - the Georgia Underwriters Association. The FOX 5 I-Team investigation shows the key people 
involved in the alleged schemes to steal money were longtime friends and a family member of Jim Beck. One 
couple told us Jim Beck betrayed them. A cousin hopes Beck will prove his innocence. Both the couple and the 
cousin deny any knowledge of the scheme. Prior to his election, Beck was the focus of a FOX 5 I-Team 
investigation into his previous employment with the state as well as an arson investigation of one of his rental 
houses.  
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05/16/19 5/6pm 3:10
Allegations of unsafe conditions at the Dekalb County Jail brought dozens of protestors to the streets Wednesday 
night. They blocked streets bringing traffic to a standstill. Our cameras caught a clash between some protestors and 
law enforcement. Four people were arrested. They remain in custody tonight. Other protestors hope County 
Commissioners will look into conditions at the jail. 

05/17/19 5/6pm 3:00
A special honor today for an FBI agent who made the ultimate sacrifice. David Levalley led the FBI’s Atlanta 
office. He worked for the agency for more than 20 years. 

05/20/19 6pm 2:00
False alarms waste time and money. Next month Sandy Springs will begin enforcing a new ordinance to crack down 
on the thousands of false alarm companies to learn how they plan to comply with the change. 

05/21/19 10/11pm 3:20
Turning now to the hotly contested “false alarm” ordinance. Tonight the Sandy Springs City Council approved a 
final amendment to its so called “True Verify Ordinance.” It’s been two years in the making and tonight was the 
final phase before the law goes into effect. 

05/22/19 5/6pm 4:00
Atlanta’s city council is considering expanding the city’s smoking ban. The new legislation is aimed at banning 
smoking at virtually all indoor locations. That would include restaurants and even inside Hartsfield-Jackson, 
eliminating the option of a smoke during a layover.

05/28/19 10/11pm 3:00
The Cobb County Commission gives the go-ahead to give public safety officials a bonus. It’s a story we’ve been 
following for months – the recent exodus of police and fire officials who are taking higher-paying jobs in other 
jurisdictions. 

05/28/19 10/11pm 2:00
It’s happened to many of us. You’re rushing to catch a flight and leave behind your pocket change at security. Now 
TSA is putting that money to use. A new report suggests that your loose change could soon help fund border 
operations. 

05/30/19 6/10pm 3:00
Atlanta police officers who are due substantial raises can count on getting them – that’s according to Mayor Keisha 
Lance Bottoms. The initiative from Atlanta’s mayor and the police chief sets a goal of moving all the officers to the 
lead statewide on annual pay. 

06/03/19 5/6/11pm 4:00
You’ve likely seen the dockless scooters scattered along the streets of Atlanta. Now it appears new enforcement 
measures could be underway. Tonight new images show scooters being piled up into City of Atlanta vehicles and 
hauled away. 

06/06/19 5/6pm 3:00
With nearly two dozen people running for the Democratic nomination for president, it’s a crowded field of 
candidates trying to make it stop. Four of the biggest names in the race are in town as part of a series of Democratic 
National Committee events. 

06/06/19 6/10pm 3:00
The remains of a Georgia sailor who was killed in action several months before D-day finally returned home today. 
For decades, his family thought 19-year-old Deward Duncan Junior was lost at sea but earlier this year they finally 
learned the truth about what happened to the Monroe teenager. 
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06/06/19 10/11pm 3:20
Atlanta city council members want to crack down on scooters and bad behavior. One city council member says it’s 
time for change – or even al all out ban. 

06/10/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
Atlanta firefighters narrowly escape injury as their truck burst into flames. The accident – according to veteran 
firefighters – should be a wakeup call to commanders and city hall. 

06/12/2019 6/10/11pm 7:00
There’s bathroom break controversy inside Atlanta’s 911 call center. Employees have complained to officials that 
the center is so short staffed that supervisors won’t even let them leave their stations to use the restroom. 

06/12/19 11pm 1:40
We’re learning more about Georgia’s newly appointed insurance commissioner John King. The Doraville Police 
chief and Brigadier General is the first Hispanic insurance commissioner and statewide constitutional officer. 

06/17/2019 5/6pm 3:00
They’re the men and women who spent months overseas to keep us safe. This morning, Governor Brian Kemp and 
his family personally welcomed members of Georgia’s Army National Guard back home. 

06/17/2019 5/6/11pm 3:00
The Atlanta Fire Department is critically short on personnel but the city council is looking to change that. Right now 
at city hall, officials are discussing a hike in firefighter pay hoping it will persuade firefighters to stat and even drive 
more men and women to the department. 

06/17/2019 10/11pm 3:00
Consider it a pre-emptive strike. The city of Smyrna has banned electric scooters before companies drop them in the 
city. 

06/18/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
The City of Atlanta has launched an internal investigation into a top city official. The subject of that investigation is 
the head of the city’s human resources department. She’s under fire over an incident that took place inside her 
office. 

06/26/19 5P/6P 3:00
The city of Atlanta is cracking down on people who ride electric scooters along the beltline during some of the most 
congested hours. That includes evenings, weekends, and holidays. And companies have no choice but to get on 
board.

06/28/19 6P 1:40
The Atlanta police chief has a "no excuses" policy -- telling her officers they must use their body cameras. But Erika 
Shields order is effectively being blocked by another top law enforcement official. The Fulton County Sheriff tells 
police officers they must take their cameras off -- before they enter the facility.

CRIME AND VIOLENCE

04/01/19 5/6/10pm 6:40
New developments in the investigation of the historic Atlanta child murders cases. We're hearing a statement from 
the imprisoned suspect Wayne Williams and his supporters for the first time since Atlanta's surprise announcement 
that investigations will take another look at the evidence. 

04/01/19                                      5/6/10pm 8:05
He refused officers' commands to get out of his car, leading to a tense standoff that shutdown I-75 in Cobb County 
for two hours on Friday. Marietta police say Taylor Alexander Duffy-Smith matched the description of the armed 
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robbery suspect who they were looking for. He hasn't been charged in the crime and his mom says that's because 
he's innocent.

04/01/19 5/6/10pm 6:30
Tonight the parents of a 9-year-old girl injured when a car flew off the road and hit her at high speed make a public 
plea for information in the case. It happened in Lithonia on Friday while the girl played with her friend in the front 
yard. Surveillance video shows the driver and passenger running off, leaving the car and the injured girls behind. 

04/01/19 10/11p 4:40
Developing tonight-- Marietta police have opened an internal investigation following a chaotic scene at a local I-
Hop restaurant. The question tonight-- were police justified in protecting themselves and others?  Or did they go too 
far in restraining the suspect?

04/01/19 10/11p 4:20
A Union City police officer shot multiple times during a shootout near the South Fulton city limits. We're told one 
person was killed and the police officer was rushed to Grady Memorial Hospital.

04/02/19 5/10/11p 6:10
A terrifying case of road rage led to a fight on the road which ended with a woman shot in the head. DeKalb County 
police say it all started when the woman got in an argument with people in another car at Atherton Drive and 
Glenwood Avenue. Someone in the other car fired at her. Medics rushed the injured woman to the hospital -- while 
police arrested a woman who was in the other car.

04/02/19 5/10/11pm 6:10
A data breach at Georgia Tech that could affect up to one point three million people. Their names, addresses, social 
security numbers and birth dates are all at risk. Current tech students learned that they could be at risk this morning.

04/02/19 10pm 2:30
Armed thieves are targeting owners of Asian food restaurants. Police in Gwinnett County say the crooks have 
followed employees home and robbed them. Investigators tell us the same crew hit victims of one business twice.

04/02/19 10pm 2:20
A frightening encounter near the school bus stop. A ten-year-old old boy runs for his life when he claims someone 
approached him and tried to follow him home. Tonight his family is warning others with children during this spring 
break. 

04/03/19 5/10pm 4:00
We all know it's illegal to hold our phones while we're driving, but, video from a local police department shows 
many of you are doing it any way.  Georgia has had a hands-free law since last summer, but a new AAA survey 
shows just how many drivers are breaking the rules. Fox Five's Emilie Ikeda looks at how some police departments 
are cracking down on the bad habit.

04/03/19 5/10pm 5:30
New developments surrounding the video that's shocked and horrified people all over the country.
A car runs off the road and smashes into two little girls -- leaving one of them with serious injuries. The driver in the 
video turned himself into police and faced a judge for the first time this afternoon. Police say he ran into the little 
girl -- and then drove away. But attorneys for Gabriel Fordham tell a much different story.  They claim he, too, is a 
victim.

04/03/19 10/11pm 3:25
Robbed at gunpoint while cutting grass in his own front yard. That's what Gwinnett County police say happened to a 
teenage boy near Snellville. Neighbors are stunned by this spring break crime. And what's worse, the gunmen 
targeted the boy on his birthday.
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04/03/19                                            10/11pm 4:40
We begin tonight with a disturbing story out of Carroll County---that's where a woman is accused of taking-in  
runaways, then, forcing them to become sex slaves. Police say the young victims left the care of a group home only 
to find themselves trapped at the center of a human trafficking ring.

04/04/19 5/6/10/11pm 28:40
We're following breaking news out of Henry County. That's where a man is in standoff with police.
Investigators say he shot two officers -- and is holding a teenage boy hostage. Police don't know if the boy is the 
only hostage but officers tell us they've seen blood and believe someone inside the house is injured.  The standoff 
has been going on for more than six hours in the Eagles Ridge subdivision off Flippin Road. 

04/04/19 10/11pm                  3:35
Turning now to a Fox Five exclusive--Atlanta police say this video shows a man racing out of a house.
Seconds later--the homeowner is chasing the crook with a bat. The break-in happened in Reynoldstown. There were 
a string of others this week. The suspect is in jail and may be linked to other crimes.

04/04/19                                  10pm                          4:15
Turning now to a Fox Five News Alert and a warning for travelers at the busiest airport in the world.
Atlanta police tell us there's been a spike in car crimes in airport parking lots. Officers are ramping up patrols at 
Hartsfield-Jackson, after nearly a dozen cars have been stolen from the parking lot just this year.

04/05/19                                5/6/10/11pm                  7:45
The Forsyth County sheriff says carjackings are rare there, so when deputies get a report of one, they take it very 
seriously. When deputies arrived on the scene of a reported incident last month, their investigation revealed the 
alleged victim was actually the suspect.

04/05/19 5/6/10pm 15:40
New video of the moments a killer fired shots at Henry County police officers as they kicked their way into a house. 
Just seconds later, you see another officer kicking and ripping a hole in a garage door so an officer can escape the 
gunfire. Two officers remain hospitalized as they recover from gunshot wounds. Meantime, the investigation 
continues as to what went wrong in the Stockbridge home. Police have now identified the shooter as Anthony 
Bailey. Investigators say Bailey shot and killed his pregnant girlfriend Sandra White. Then, when officers arrived to 
the house-- he fired at them -- sparking a stand-off that lasted 20 hours. When officers finally broke into the home -- 
they found that Bailey had killed White's teenage son then turned the gun on himself.

04/05/19 6/11pm 3:20
The violent murder of an East Point man has left his family crippled with grief. Loved ones tell us Lenne Morgan 
was one of two people shot on Delowe Drive last Friday. Morgan was killed. Police have yet to make an arrest. 
Morgan's family tells us they need answers so they can begin the healing process.

04/05/19 10/11pm 3:15
A woman was punched in the head and robbed while riding her bike in an east Atlanta neighborhood.
Police say the horrific crime happened last night. Neighbors ran out to help the victim but her attackers took off.

04/05/19 10/11pm 4:15
In Dekalb County, police found themselves under fire outside a Family Dollar store today. It all started with a stolen 
truck and a GPS tracking device. Tonight, the gunman is on the run.

04/06/19 10/11pm 4:35
A Fox Five News Alert -- there is a large police response to a double shooting in southwest Atlanta tonight. This is 
where we're told two men were shot inside a unit at the Seven Courts Apartments. One of those men has died.
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04/07/19                                            10/11pm 4:20
Law enforcement in two states confirm that a man wanted for the murder of his own mother in Tennessee was 
caught here at Hartsfield Jackson International Airport. Investigators say John Ralph was trying to leave the country-
- just hours after deputies say he shot his mother in Carter County, Tennessee.
His plans were cut short by Clayton County deputies.

04/07/19                                           10/11pm 5:50
Tonight -- legendary rock band Kiss -- is rocking the State Farm Arena. Thousands of fans are packed into the venue 
to see the live show right now.  But one pair of kiss super fans tells fox five they nearly got shut out of tonight's big 
performance. The pricey tickets they bought turned out to be fakes.

04/08/19                                              5/6pm 3:20
Dramatic video -- of a driver dragging an Alpharetta police officer who tried to arrest him. The patrol officer stops 
the driver but what happens next was anything but routine. The officer ends up struggling with the driver and is 
dragged as he tries to bring that vehicle to a stop. 

04/08/19 5/6/11pm 5:10
What began as a fatal shooting this morning in Dunwoody, has ended in a police chase and deadly crash in Clayton 
County. The shooting happened at the Arrive Apartment homes.

04/08/19 6pm 2:05
They disappeared from their foster home with a baby in tow. Tonight, that baby is back home safe.
Two teens now face charges and the baby's mom wants to find the driver in the case.

04/08/19 11pm 1:55
Tonight police tell us they are on an urgent search for a violent man who officers believe shouldn't have been out of 
jail in the first place. South Fulton police are calling this guy dangerous and unstable.  

04/08/19                                            11pm 1:50
All new tonight on fox five news edge at eleven. A young man was shot and killed in an apartment complex. And 
his relatives say they have no idea who did it or why.  

04/08/19 11pm 1:55
Police are trying to determine if street racing led to the deaths of two innocent men. Investigators say two Cobb 
County men were killed in a crash when they were t-boned by another car. Detectives want to know if the driver of 
that other car was street racing at the time.

04/09/19 5/6/10/11pm 8:50
Neighbors in a Buckhead community are rattled after a string of burglaries. Three homes have been hit in the last 
few weeks. Among the victims, a star Braves baseball player who lost multiple guns, thousands of dollars in cash 
and other valuables. 

04/09/19                                           5/6/11pm 5:15
A 36-year-old Dekalb County man stumbled to his family's doorstep -- clinging to life after being stabbed – but he 
didn't make it. Tonight, Dekalb County police are trying to figure out who attacked him.

04/09/19 6/10/11pm 5:35
Investigators swarmed a home... searching every inch with a fine-tooth comb. They got a search warrant late this 
evening after a wild scene involving a shootout and two-car crash in Henry County.
 
04/09/19                                             10/11pm 4:30
A family's home torched. Tonight, two Carroll County men are behind bars and it's for more than just arson. 
Investigators say it started as a land dispute, but quickly escalated into violence.
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04/10/19 5/6pm 3:35
Take a close look at the three men on your screen right now. Gwinnett County police believe the men broke into a 
woman's car and stole her wallet. Investigators say they then used the woman's bank card to buy snacks at a local 
gas station.   The victim tells Fox Five she hopes someone will recognize the men and contact police.  

04/10/19 5/6pm 4:150
A Dekalb County family is dealing with a second devastating blow tonight. Tuesday morning -- their loved one, 
Antonio Carter, was stabbed to death in an abandoned home. Now -- police have charged his cousin, Steven Smith, 
with the murder.

04/10/19 5/6pm 3:30
Armed robbers target a popular restaurant in Atlanta overnight. The two men held up Ra Sushi Bar on Peachtree 
Street in Midtown.

04/10/19 5/6/10/11pm 8:55
Caught on camera -- a big win for police after they arrest two teenagers who they think are behind a sting of car 
break-ins. Car break-ins have frustrated police and victims all over metro Atlanta.  But this evening, Peachtree City 
police tell us they were able to make several arrests because someone who saw teens pulling on car door handles, 
called 911. Within minutes of that early morning call -- officers had stopped a car they say was loaded with stolen 
items.  

04/10/19 10/11pm 4:00
A terrifying night at a metro Atlanta Target. New surveillance video shows a store employee being forced by two 
gunmen to turn off the alarm system. Police say the robbers rushed the employee just as he was leaving the store.

04/10/19                                             10/11pm 4:35
A Fox Five News alert—a Newton County homeowner is assaulted, threatened, nearly suffocated with a plastic bag 
and then, wrapped up in a rug. And even more terrifying-- investigators think he was targeted at random.

04/11/19                                   5/10pm 4:50
Now to a fox five exclusive -- dozens of people are behind bars tonight after a massive, multi-day drug sting 
operation. Troopers and deputies set up along I-75 -- hoping to catch people using the highway to move 
drugs. And they did -- arresting dozens of people and seizing more than 400-thousand dollars in cash ... plus lots and 
lots of drugs.

04/11/19 10/11pm 4:45
Now to a fox five news alert--an active manhunt tonight for an 18-year-old accused of murder during a violent home 
invasion. Police say the teen, Keyondre Preston, first fired shots at the victim's dog. Hours later, officers say he 
returned with a crew of criminals and killed a Covington father of four.

04/11/19 11pm 1:45
A family's heartbreaking demand for answers. DeKalb County police say a woman was killed by a stray bullet as 
she slept. The shooter remains on the run.

04/12/19 5/6/10pm 6:05
A gunman murders a father of six and shoots four others at an Atlanta apartment complex. Tonight, the murder 
victim's family is pleading for justice in the death of their loved one. Fox Five's Aungelique Proctor spoke with the 
victim's mother and has our story.

4/12/19                                              5/6pm 3:00
She was supposed to care for and protect him... but tonight a Gwinnett County day care worker is charged with 
cruelty to children after she allegedly beat a 4-year-old boy with a belt.
According to Duluth police, it happened at childcare network on Howell Ferry Road March 26th.  
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04/12/19                                           10pm 1:40
Imagine this -- you get a phone call in the middle of the night. The caller claims they've kidnapped your loved one, 
and plans to harm them. It's a terrifying scam -- and now, the scammers are targeting people in metro Atlanta. Fox 
Five's Will Nunley spoke to a Henry County teacher who says her mom and her brother got those calls. She's now 
speaking out, to warn others not to fall for it.

04/12/19 10pm 2:30
You've heard of the FBI’s most wanted list, well now there's a new most wanted list. It's the list of fugitives in this 
county illegally who have left death and destruction in their wake. One is Gonzalo Harrell Gonzales, the man 
believed responsible for the hit and run death of Woodstock teen Dustin Inman and much more.

04/13/19                                             11pm 2:40
Developing tonight -- McDonough police are searching for crooks who targeted a fancy truck. These no-goods 
ended up taking something very important to a group of young girls --- thousands of dollars in softball equipment 
stolen that was in the truck taken from a hotel parking lot. Police say they've been tracking similar crimes.

04/13/19 11pm 2:45
Back to our fox alert in DeKalb County tonight...that is where a foster mother says a 7-year-old girl is in critical 
condition after someone shot up her foster home. It's in the 35-hundred block of Satellite Boulevard in 
Ellenwood. Tonight -- police want to find the shooter.

04/15/19 5/6/11pm 5:35
The Gwinnett County woman accused of allowing her 10-year-old stepdaughter to die a slow and miserable death 
spent the day helping prosecutors select a jury in her murder trial. Tiffany Moss could face the death penalty if she's 
convicted of murder in the 2013 death of Emani Moss. 

04/15/19                                             5/6/11pm 6:10
A DeKalb woman suffers fatal injuries in a fall from a second story window. Police have charged her boyfriend with 
murder. They say the couple argued, and that argument turned physical.
It happened at an apartment complex in Lithonia early Monday.

04/15/19 10/11pm 4:25
Two deadly shootings...just minutes apart---both outside DeKalb County gas stations. We're live on the scene of 
breaking news. And we begin with the first shooting outside the Quick Stop Food Mart on North Hairston Road 
where a man was shot to death outside just a short while ago. Investigators are searching for clues.

04/15/19 10/11pm  2:35
An East Point police officer has found himself on the other side of the law tonight. This after a 5-hour standoff with 
swat in a Newnan neighborhood early Sunday. Tonight East Point police confirm that 20 year veteran of the force - 
Robert Gray - is behind bars.

04/15/19 10/11pm 4:20
Police an 18-year-old who led police on a high speed chase is wanted by four law enforcement agencies across two 
states. The high speed chase through Gwinnett County was caught on dash cam video.
Tonight, Duluth police want the fugitive teen behind bars.

04/16/19 5pm 2:10
Five men ambushed a woman who was about to deliver pharmaceuticals to a CVS store. One of them even pulled 
out a gun -- but luckily he didn't fire it.  But the carjacking lasted just a few minutes as the getaway driver crashed. 

04/16/19 5/10pm 4:05
A Doraville man says he got the shock of his life when he realized his doorbell surveillance camera captured an 
armed robbery right outside his front door. It happened at the Forest Cove Apartments in Doraville.
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04/16/19 10/11pm 4:05 
Almost 80-years-old and facing serious charges.  Sheriff’s deputies arrested a senior citizen after they claim he ran 
from the scene of a crime. That scene was in Newton County and involved a pick-up truck, a house, and a crash that 
nearly knocked a building off its foundation.

04/16/19 10/11pm 4:45
It's hard to believe---but if he didn't have bad luck, he wouldn't have any luck at all.  A man's car was stolen twice in 
one day. It's a case that even surprised police who are now trying to determine if they’re searching for one thief or 
two.

04/16/19 11pm 1:50
Atlanta police are investigating after two middle-aged men were attacked and robbed. One crime happened as the 
victim left a doctor's office. In the other, the man was walking near a post office.

04/17/19 5/6/10pm 6:15
A teacher with Atlanta Public Schools faces charges of cruelty to children and battery, accused of attacking one of 
his students. The Bunche Middle School 7-th grader says he was hurt so badly by teacher Brodrick Halls that he had 
to go to the hospital.

04/17/19                                             5/6pm 4:05
A shocking crime in a normally quiet Rockdale County community--days after a woman was found dead in her 
Conyers home the GBI has ruled her death a homicide. 58-year-old Loretta Goolsby hadn't been seen for more than 
a week, when her body was found Friday.

04/17/19 10/11pm 4:40
A new scam to warn you about tonight…authorities say scammers are now spoofing phone calls, claiming their 
victims owe big money, and could lose their house or even be arrested if they don't pay up. The criminals on the call 
pretend to be from the court clerk’s office.

04/17/19 10/11pm 4:35
A family begs for answers. They want to know what happened in the final moments of 20-year-old Jaylen Williams' 
life. Today, DeKalb County police made an arrest in Monday's gas station murder. But the arrest doesn’t answer 
many of the family’s questions. 

04/18/19 5/6/10pm 5:50
It's called one of the biggest arson cases ever seen in Floyd County history. Two men are behind bars tonight, 
accused of intentionally setting fire to a mansion in Rome.

04/18/19                                             5/6pm 3:40
Alarming new video shows a man armed with two guns confront another man in the middle of a busy Atlanta 
intersection. This video, sent to us by a Fox Five viewer. So how does this dangerous scenario end? Fox Five's 
Morse Diggs spoke to Atlanta police about it, and has a closer look at the video.

04/18/19 10/11pm 4:30
A drive-thru death threat has police tonight searching for a would-be robber-- who threatened to shoot a teenager 
working the McDonalds window. It happened in Powder Springs. And police say the fast food criminal got away in 
a white work van.

04/19/19 6/10pm 4:40
Surveillance cameras capture the moment a driver plows into a gun shop in Loganville before getting away with a 
bunch of guns. That video shows a suspect frantically snagging weapons from the walls and a display case. Shop 
owners say they're shocked something like this would happen in the typically safe community.
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04/19/19 6/10/11pm 5:25
One hundred thousand dollars of jewels...gone in 30 seconds. It was a bold heist pulled off in the middle of a busy 
Gwinnett County mall. Fox Five’s Portia Bruner has a closer look at the crime -- and the men caught in the act.

04/19/19 6pm 2:20
A one-year-old baby boy and two men are rushed to the hospital -- after shots were fired in their south Fulton 
apartment complex. The baby's grandmother tells fox five that little Jordan Sanders was fast asleep in his crib when 
he was shot.

04/19/19                                            10/11pm 3:10
Atlanta police are looking for a pair of attackers who held up a construction worker at gunpoint. The crime 
happened in the middle of the day in the Virginia-Highland neighborhood.

04/19/19                                          10/11pm 3:45
We now know that the FBI helped police track down the person who caused a great deal of panic for parents, 
students and teachers in Cartersville this week. The school system put its buildings on high alert in response to 
threats.

04/21/19 6/10/11pm 5:50
Caught on camera—a break-in at a local jewelry store. What's more, police say the thief was wearing a sweatshirt 
displaying the words "be a good human." This latest heist happened Friday at Ringcrush in Chamblee. The 
storeowner said the crook swiped about 100-thousand-dollars’ worth of inventory.

04/21/19 10/11pm 3:15
DeKalb County police are investigating a deadly shooting tonight. It happened at the BP gas station on Memorial 
Drive in Decatur. 

04/22/19 5/6/10/11pm 9:50
A customer complains about his order at an Atlanta McDonald’s -- and then suddenly things take a violent turn. 
Now police are looking for the fast-food worker accused of attacking the customer with hot grease. 

04/22/19 5/6/11pm 5:20
DeKalb police are trying to catch a gunman who fired at an officer in an apartment off Wesley Chapel Road. 
Fortunately, the officer was not injured.

04/22/19 5/6/10/11pm 8:30
A Fox 5 news alert -- the search is on for the gunman who shot a UGA student who was on the way to way to school 
this morning. Police have released a sketch of the suspect in hopes of finding him before he targets anyone else. 
Police say that student was the victim of an attempted armed robbery. The wounded man is one of two UGA 
students targeted by the armed robber in Athens this morning. It happened off campus -- on South Milledge Avenue. 
Now, several law enforcement agencies have teamed up to catch him.

04/22/19 6pm 2:15
We begin tonight with new details on a tragic story in Coweta County. A 19-year-old is accused of stabbing her 
mother to death. A 9-1-1 call from the teen reveals the suspected killer was angry with her mother and allegedly 
stabbed her because she didn't want to go back to a psychiatric hospital.  

04/22/19 10/11pm 4:20
Turning now to a Fox Five news alert--a woman is attacked on the Atlanta Beltline. Police say the gunman is an 
eleven-year-old... with an 8-year-old accomplice.

04/23/19 11pm 1:15
We've just learned a woman has been arrested and charged in the murder of another woman in southwest Atlanta. 
The victim was shot and killed outside apartments near the Atlanta University Center.
And police say it all started with an argument
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04/23/19 5/6/10/11pm 7:35
Meth ... heroin ... counterfeit cash ... and fake checks. Those are just some of the items seized during a raid on a 
Coweta County home. Deputies tell us the man arrested in connection to the raid was already out on parole for 
identity theft and that more arrests could be in the works.

04/23/19 5/6pm 4:15
Morrow police say a man got into the front seat of the victim's car and tried to steal it -- but the victim saw what was 
happening and confronted the man. That's when surveillance video shows the suspect shoot the victim. It happened 
at a Chevron station on Mount Zion Road and tonight, we have shocking video of the crime.  

04/23/19 6pm 2:30
Tonight, strong reaction from a Lyft driver who says she was sexually assaulted by a passenger. It was a disturbing 
encounter she says she will never forget. The Jonesboro woman says her last passenger on Easter Sunday violated 
her when she refused to perform a sex act for money.

04/23/19                                            10pm 1:35
A judge has handed down the sentence for a Gwinnett County mother who stabbed her husband and four children to 
death. The district attorney's office was not seeking the death penalty for Isabel Martinez because of what it called "a 
history of mental illness." Instead, she received a life sentence with the possibility of parole. 

04/24/19 5/6pm 6:50
A disturbing story out of Paulding County, where federal authorities have charged a man in a child porn 
investigation. Investigators believe Thomas Cwik even produced the videos himself, and molested at least two 
minors. They tell Fox Five that there could be even more victims.

04/24/19 5pm 3:15
In DeKalb County -two people are dead after a double shooting at an apartment complex. 
It happened this afternoon at the 13-10 apartments off Juliette Road. And tonight police are still looking for the 
gunman. 

04/24/19 11pm 1:55
Today's homicides bring the total to 39 this year in DeKalb County. That's according to the police department's 
spokesperson. He tells us that 8 of those killings happened since last Friday.  Families in the community say they're 
fearful and upset about the violence.

04/24/19 6pm 2:20
Now to a Fox Five news alert in DeKalb County -- a burglar crawled through a doggy-door of a house in a Tucker 
neighborhood, then shot and killed the family dog. The family moved in just three weeks ago.

04/24/19 10/11pm 4:45
A big burglary bust with crimes spanning across two states. Dalton investigators say a mother and daughter team 
were part of a crew that was going town to town, breaking into stores to steal clothes.

04/24/19 10/11pm 4:25
They wanted a free ride -- and they had a gun. So, Atlanta police say, three teens violently forced an employee to 
turn some electric scooters over. Tonight, two of those teen suspects face felony charges. A third is on the run.

04/25/19 5/6/11pm 6:25
Some of the state's most vulnerable children are safe tonight after a major operation by the U.S. Marshals service.It 
was dubbed Operation Empty Nest. Marshals worked with state and local law enforcement to find more than two 
dozen missing and exploited children and get them out of dangerous situations. Eight adults have been arrested.
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04/25/19 6/10/11pm 8:10
Breaking news in DeKalb County where ten elementary students were shot by a b-b or pellet gun during recess. It 
happened this afternoon at Wynbrooke Elementary School in Stone Mountain. School officials say the shots appear 
to have come from an area off campus.

04/25/19 10/11pm 4:20
Turning now to another scare for students---neighbors ran for cover as police say someone shot up a school bus 
loaded with children. Tonight that gunman is on the run.

04/26/19 5/6/10/11pm 8:00
A Henry County family is pleading with the public for help, after a trailer was stolen from their home.
But this wasn't just any trailer. The family says they use it to transport supplies for Special Olympics events and now 
they desperately want it back.

04/26/19 6/10/11pm 6:55
Atlanta police arrest a man they say stole a police bike from Hartsfield-Jackson. Those bikes are equipped with 
emergency lights and a siren – and a law enforcement trainer says the thief could have used that bike to impersonate 
an officer.

04/26/19 5/6pm 4:50
Police say they now know who fired a pellet gun, and injured 10 students at Wynbrook Elementary Theme School in 
Stone Mountain. Investigators have since secured a warrant and searched the suspect's house.

04/26/19 10/11pm 4:20
Speeding and street racing on city streets. People living and working near Moreland Avenue in east Atlanta say 
they've had their share of the problems. But with temperatures heating up and the weekend approaching, they're 
worried the dangerous driving will get out of hand again.

04/26/19 11pm 2:15
We are following breaking news in DeKalb County where police are investigating a deadly stabbing near Panola 
Road.

04/27/19                                           6pm 1:40
In Griffin, police say a community park has been the site of fights for 2 days, and this afternoon arrests were made. 
Injuries have also been reported.

04/27/19 10/11pm 4:10
We are following breaking news out of northwest Atlanta tonight. That's where police confirm three people were 
shot -- one of them killed. It happened at house in the 200 block of Hemphill School Road.

04/28/19 6/10/11pm 5:55
Around three this morning, Atlanta police investigated another shooting-- this time in midtown. 
Police believe an attempted robbery led to a shootout - which killed a 21-year-old.The gunfire broke out at the 
Chevron on Spring and 10th street. The popular gas station sits next to a student living complex.

04/28/19 6/10/11pm                                   3:45
A 30-year-old woman-- fighting for recovery. Tonight-- police say the dangerous driver that could have killed her, is 
still on the run. Jeannie Smithwick was one of several people badly hurt in a hit and run crash on I-285. 

04/28/19 10/11pm 5:00
Just three weeks into her new job as a Lyft driver – a woman suffered through a terrifying encounter.
She says she was cornered -- and assaulted -- by a passenger she picked up for a ride.
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04/28/19 10/11pm 4:10
In Acworth, one person has been shot at a gas station. This all went down in the 34 hundred block of Baker Road. 
That's where investigators say a man was shot while sitting inside his car.

04/29/19 5/6pm 4:30
A beer drinking burglar is under arrest. Investigators say he left one piece of evidence at the scene of the crime. 
Fingerprints taken from a beer can allegedly match his. Fox Five's Doug Evans talked with investigators in the 
Coweta County sheriff’s office about the suds left at the scene of the crime.

04/29/19 5/6pm 3:40
A motorist said thieves could not have known it, but when they targeted his luxury SUV, he said they hit quote "the 
jackpot." He had thousands of dollars’ worth of valuables inside -- all gone in less than 15 seconds as a robbing crew 
struck a Brookhaven gas station and sped off up interstate 85. 

04/29/19 5pm 2:10
People had to run for their lives when an out-of-control driver nearly plowed into a crowd in a Clayton County 
parking lot. According to Morrow police, this all happened late Saturday night at the Costco on Mount Zion Road. 
That's where investigators say a crowd of people gathered to watch as drivers did donuts and burnouts on the 
pavement. Investigators now hope to find the people behind the wheel.  

04/29/19 6pm 1:15
Conyers police have caught a pair of cousins suspected of buying hundreds of dollars’ worth of alcohol with fake 
credit cards. Investigators are now thanking the business owner who was able to recognize the scam -- as one of the 
men tried to purchase more than 300 dollars’ worth of liquor last week.

04/30/19 5/6/10pm 6:45
The parents of a bride-to-be who was killed in a car accident, don't want the convicted driver to be allowed to study 
abroad for college. An attorney for the teenager has asked a judge to allow the University of North Georgia student 
to travel to China this fall.  But, the parents of the victim say the teen already got off easy for killing their daughter.

04/30/19 5/6/10pm 7:00
No emotion from a Gwinnett County woman as she learned she'll be put to death for starving her 10-year-old step-
daughter to death -- and burning her body. A Gwinnett County jury decided Tiffany Moss should be put to death for 
the murder of her stepdaughter Emani. The decision came after days of heartbreaking testimony. Moss never offered 
a defense of her heinous actions.

04/30/19 6pm 1:55
Two cousins are in the Rockdale County jail -- charged with trying to cash bad checks. They were caught Monday 
after a police officer just happened to be in the post office during their latest attempt.

04/30/19 10/11pm 4:40
Now a Fox 5 news - the search tonight for criminals who carried out a series of bold break-ins.
Covington police say the camera tells the story as these armed thieves tried to break-into a police vehicle. 
The break-ins happened over the weekend in Covington.

04/30/19 10/11pm 4:25
This one you have to see to believe. Cobb County police tell us they arrested a man who said he was a cop. Then he 
threatened to kill the officers. And to cap it off... he wasn't wearing any pants.

04/30/19                                         10/11pm 4:15
Tonight we're getting look at a violent scene that played out on a busy metro Atlanta road that could have gotten 
someone killed. Sheriff’s deputies say a man in a pickup truck tried to run some motorcyclists off of Georgia 400. 
And that's *before* he fired shots at them. Tonight deputies tell us that driver is locked up and it's all thanks to a 
camera on a rider's helmet.
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04/30/19 11pm 1:50
Reckless driving, loud music, and ATV racing – this dangerous behavior at a DeKalb County park has some 
families on alert. But tonight...A police major says he’s working to stop the problems that cannot and will not be 
tolerated.

05/01/19 5/6pm 3:30
A thief uses a crowbar to take apart mailboxes at an apartment complex in Brookhaven. That's according to police, 
who are now sharing surveillance video in the case. The video shows the suspect working quickly to scan letters and 
packages, and then re-attach the framing.

05/01/19 5/6pm 4:10
A deputy gunned down while he was off duty. And, police say, the shooter was his own cousin. Coweta County 
sheriff's deputy Edmond Irvin and his cousin, 17-year-old Danny Long, got into a heated argument, before 
investigators say Long shot the deputy, killing him.

05/02/19 5pm 1:20
Atlanta airport police chase down fraudulent car rental customers. Officers say one of the suspects had multiple 
driver’s licenses and more than a dozen credit cards that did not belong to her.

05/02/19 5/6pm 3:30
East Point police say Aisha Dixon was a mother of 13 children. They tell us some of those children were there as 
Dixon's boyfriend, Antonio Taylor, beat her to death with his bare hands. Now, Taylor is in jail.

05/02/19 10/11pm 4:25
A frightening scenario caught on bodycam. Police say a man wanted for drug possession knocked off a Covington 
officer's body camera during a scuffle. And that's not where it ended. We're told the suspect then stole the officer's 
taser!

05/03/19 5/6pm 2:55
A Fox 5 News alert -- two bold thieves carry out an armored truck heist. And, one of the suspects was armed with an 
assault-style rifle. The thieves got away with cash--  and tonight both remain on the run. 

05/03/19 5/6/10/11pm 8:15
They terrorize our communities -- and now, the state of Georgia has a new plan to tackle gangs.
Governor Brian Kemp and the Georgia Bureau of Investigation just appointed a former prosecutor to lead a new 
GBI gang task force.  

05/03/19 5/6pm 3:15
A news alert out of Gwinnett County --  where police want to find the shooter who killed a man remembered by 
many as a good neighbor, and friend.  The victim was found dead in his home on Patterson Circle early this 
morning... minutes after a neighbor called 9-1-1 to report hearing shots fired. 

05/03/19 5/6/10pm                                          5:10
The garden center at the Home Depot in Hiram turned into a crime scene this morning.  Witnesses tell Fox 5 two 
men were arguing... when one of them pulled out a gun and opened fire. The victim was able to ask a store 
employee for help.

05/03/19 10/11pm 4:20
A man considered armed and dangerous gives deputies the slip when they come to arrest him. Gwinnett County 
deputies say Emmanuel Holcomb -- who's wanted for aggravated assault -- is also a member of a dangerous street 
gang, and they want to get him behind bars. 
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05/03/19 10/11pm 4:35
Brutal sexual crimes... targeting the most vulnerable and helpless among us... infants and toddlers. Tonight, the GBI 
says that’s what agents found during a massive undercover operation called "Operation Southern Impact 3."   The 
operation led to dozens of arrests here in Georgia. 

05/04/19 6/10/11pm 5:40
New video just released from Clayton County police, shows a group of car thieves smashing their way into a major 
car dealership, and making away with 4 cars. Only one of them has been recovered, and tonight police are asking for 
you to take a look at this video to try and catch these reckless car thieves.

05/04/19 6/10/11pm 6:25
The man accused of dumping more than a hundred thousand tires in communities all over metro Atlanta is finally in 
custody tonight.  Clayton County police say they've been looking for Donald Leverette for months when they got an 
unexpected break involving a domestic violence incidence. 

05/05/19 6/10/11pm                                       7:15
One man is dead and another recovering after a double shooting in a Duluth apartment complex. Gwinnett County 
police say the shooter is still on the run tonight. One neighbor says bullets were flying right outside his window.

05/05/19 6/10/11pm 6:45
Police want to find more than a hundred victims who had money stolen-- after shopping at their local grocery store. 
Police say they arrested a Kroger manager. She's accused of stealing more than 25 thousand dollars from customers 
in Newton County. Now, Newton County investigators are asking customers to come forward.

05/06/19                                          5/6/10pm 6:25
A husband and wife arrested and charged with sexual exploitation of children. And we've just learned the wife 
worked for the Jackson County Sheriff's Department! The Jefferson police chief calls the suspects accused of 
sexually exploiting children "sick." They are just two of the more than 80 suspects arrested in a sting operation that 
covered Georgia and seven other states from West Virginia to Florida. 

05/06/19                                          5/6/11pm 5:10
There's a massive manhunt in Carroll County after an inmate escaped from work detail. It's been a tense afternoon 
for people in the area -- and police have told them to make sure their doors are locked. 

05/06/19 5/6pm 3:40
Bullets fly during a gun battle at a Clayton County hotel. Now two men are wounded. Police say the men got in 
some sort of fight in the parking lot of the Homestay Suites on Highway 85 overnight -- and then they started 
shooting at each other.

05/06/19 5/6/11pm 6:15
Business owners beware... police say one man has tricked clerks in Gwinnett County with counterfeit cash...and 
gotten away with several hundred dollars in just one afternoon. Police hope someone will be able to recognize the 
thief from the surveillance video. The business installed the cameras that caught the crime just hours before he 
struck. 

05/06/19 6/11pm 4:55
A shocking attack at Hartsfield Jackson. An employee say she was sexually assaulted by a traveler. We're told it 
happened in front of other passengers and workers.

05/06/19 10pm 2:25
Dozens of bullets fired in one southeast Atlanta neighborhood. Home security footage captured the gun battle in 
Edgewood as a shooter opened fire on another car.
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05/06/19 10/11pm 4:35
Video you'll only see on Fox Five. A suspect slips out of handcuffs and escapes from a locked patrol car.  A struggle 
with that man ended with a Banks County sheriff's sergeant getting hit by a passing car. Tonight Sergeant Joshua 
Robertson has broken arms, legs and his pelvis is fractured.

05/06/19 11pm 1:35
A group pistol-whipped and robbed a man as he walked down a northeast Atlanta street.
And police say that after that the attackers took off as people tried to help the victim.

05/07/19 5/6/11pm 5:25
Police say a 13-year-old with a stolen gun took off running from them. An officer shot at the teen, but did not hit 
him. This took place this afternoon at the Biscayne Apartments on Old National Highway. Tonight that teen is in 
custody, but his parents have lots of questions. 

05/07/19 6/11pm 4:40
Despite two serious crimes in recent days, the general manager of Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport says the 
airport is safe for the public. On Monday, police had to use a taser to stop a man who pulled a knife in the airport 
atrium. That incident came on the heels of a sexual crime inside one of the concourses. Fox 5's Morse Diggs talked 
to the general manager at the airport operations center in Hapeville today about the incident.

05/07/19 10pm 2:30
Developing tonight, 63 homicides so far this year. That number is more than 55 percent higher than the rate this time 
last year. Police call the growing trend of killings in DeKalb County alarming -- and it has families wondering 
what's being done to stop it.

05/07/19 11pm                                               1:45
Brookhaven police are looking for people who they say have been targeting storage units... looking for guns.

05/08/19 5pm 3:50
A grand jury indicted a man accused of hiring hundreds of undocumented immigrants over the past ten years. He 
owned a construction company and operated it in north Georgia and parts of Tennessee. A five-year, multi-agency 
investigation led to the seizure of that man's vehicles, weapons, and cash.

05/08/19 5/6/10pm 5:20
Police call it "murder" but the woman charged in the crime calls it self-defense. Tonight 21-year-old Hannah Payne 
is behind bars. Clayton county detectives say she crossed a line, when she confronted a hit and run driver with her 
gun, and he ended up dead. 

05/09/19 5/6/11pm                                            6:35
Dramatic video of a police officer confronting a man who pulled out an 11-inch knife inside the Atlanta airport. The 
officer says his training kicked and and he stayed calm while the tried to talk the man into putting down the knife. 
His quick thinking and calm demeanor gave back-up officers enough time to get into place and to take down the 
knife-wielding man.

05/09/19 5/10/11pm 5:55
The Athens-Clarke County police department is standing behind an officer who shot and killed a 63-year-old man 
who was accused of being a peeping tom. The department released the officer's body cam video and answered 
questions about the deadly shooting that happened 2 and a half weeks ago.

05/09/19 10/11pm 4:25
Police want to find and talk to a man seen in a photo taken moments after a brutal murder. Decatur police say that on 
Wednesday night, Keonte Metts was brutally murdered inside an apartment.
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05/09/19 10/11pm                                            4:05
Windows, buildings and vehicles shot-up outside a popular Atlanta recording studio. Tonight, police want to know if 
Migos Rapper, Offset, was the target of that drive-by.

05/10/19 5pm 1:00
Three people busted, accused of taking part in a fraudulent check-cashing scheme totaling more than 93-hundred 
dollars. Investigators are now looking for others who they believe were involved.

05/10/19 5/6/11pm 6:00
It started with police going after a car for speeding. It ended with a murder suspect in the back of a police car. 
Smyrna police say when an officer stopped that driver, things got complicated.

05/10/19 10pm                                              1:40
A man accused of aggravated assault and child cruelty in Peachtree City is captured in his mugshot with tears 
streaming down his face.  But police say don’t be fooled. The man is accused of violent crimes that injured one man 
and could have hurt or killed many more.  

05/10/19 10/11pm 4:30
A family is making a desperate plea for help tonight after a hit-and-run driver leaves a little boy in a coma.
Cobb County police say the crash was on Olive Springs Road. The victim's family and neighbors say the child was 
walking to his friend's house when the car slammed into him.

05/10/19 10/11pm 4:30
A new push to crack down on gas station slider crimes. Atlanta police are trying a new tactic -- and it involves 
beefing up security and linking up surveillance video.

05/11/19 6/10/11pm 6:20
New details on a robbery and assault that happened in broad daylight in Decatur.The victim is speaking out in hopes 
of tracking down the two men he say stole his money and then punched him in the jaw - when he tried to get it back.

05/12/19                                          10/11pm 4:45
The GBI is investigating a shooting involving DeKalb County and Stone Mountain police.
This morning, officers responding to a burglary call, spotted the suspect on East Ponce De Leon Avenue.
He is accused of stealing a shotgun from a house on West Mountain Road. Officers say -- that man refused to drop 
the shotgun and police opened fire.

05/13/19                                            5/6/10pm                                        6:45
A convicted felon gets out of prison, is free about 24 hours, and heads to Hartsfield-Jackson to commit another 
crime. That's according to investigators, who say Richard Parham, Junior mugged a female traveler and led officers 
on a manhunt shortly after his release.

05/13/19                                             5/6pm 4:10
Brother and sister -- Antoine Allen and Keadesia Allen -- have just been arrested for allegedly shooting Mariasia 
Thomas as she watched television in her foster parents' home on Satellite Boulevard in Ellenwood last month. Sadly 
the little girl died 10 days later. The drive by shooting stunned people who lived in the Ellenwood community. 
Tonight they are relieved to hear of the arrests. 

05/13/19 10/11pm 3:55
Caught on camera... an all-out brawl between coworkers at a north Georgia I-Hop. Police say the food fight led to 
serious charges for two employees. It was also a morning that customers won't soon forget! 

05/13/19 10/11pm 4:40
Was the use of force justified, or is this a case of police brutality? That's the debate surrounding new video that 
shows the arrest of a woman who initially called them for help. Covington police say abuse was not involved... but a 
human rights activist says the line was crossed.
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05/13/19 10/11pm 4:45
A high school student is shot and killed-- and tonight, police have warrants out for a 15-year-old who is on the run. 
16-year-old Niimar Kelly was shot and killed Saturday afternoon.

05/14/19 5/6/10pm 8:30
Georgia's insurance commissioner has been indicted on more than 35 counts by a federal grand jury. Jim Beck was 
just elected in November. Now he faces charges of wire fraud, mail fraud, and money laundering. The U.S. attorney 
just announced the charges -- but Fox 5 broke the news of the indictment at noon.

05/14/19 10pm 2:35
Investigators say a wanted man used a truck as a weapon. The dangerous scene all played out in Carroll County.  
And we just got word, moments ago-- that deputies now have their guy in custody.

05/14/19 11pm 3:10
We begin tonight with the terrifying confession from a traveling carnival worker--investigators say one of his 
victims is a Marietta teenager who was reported missing two months ago. And she isn't the only one.

05/15/19 5/6/10pm 5:30
He was shot nine times during an armed robbery --but survived. Now police are looking for his attackers.
It all happened at the polo club apartments near Stone Mountain.

05/15/19 6pm  2:05
New surveillance video shows a suspected thief prowling at night in a Union City neighborhood.
It shows a young woman being dropped off in a cul-de-sac...she then checks door handles on cars -- thankfully, none 
were unlocked. Neighbors tell us they're tired of crime.

05/15/19 6pm 1:25
A search is underway in Dekalb County tonight, for the gunman who shot and injured a man at a local apartment 
complex. The shooting happened this afternoon at the Austin Oaks Apartments -- a complex that police say they're 
more than familiar with.

05/15/19 10/11pm 4:10
A woman walking alone in a Cobb County park-- is suddenly and aggressively violated. She says a stranger grabbed 
her by the neck and forcibly tried to kiss her. But she fought him off, and even had the presence of mind to snap a 
picture of him.

05/15/19 10/11pm 4:35
Foster care run-a-ways forced into sex slavery. Tonight police are searching for a man accused of human 
trafficking and pimping out teenagers.  We first told you about this case in early April when investigators made the 
first arrest, but the operation is a lot bigger than originally thought. 

05/16/19 5/6/11pm 5:10
A jury returns a guilty verdict against two men who shot and killed a husband who was celebrating his wife’s 
birthday. They jury found Demarious Green and Dylan Ledbetter shot and killed Anthony Welch outside the 
Pappadeaux restaurant on Windy Hill Road in October on 2016.

05/16/19 5/6 pm 3:00
A father is gunned down. He was Shot dead outside a busy gas station. Now police are hunting for the killer and his 
family wants answers about what happened. Police found Derrick Dawson’s body outside a Citgo gas station on 
Martin Luther King Junior Drive early Monday morning. He had been shot in the side. 

05/16/19 5/6 pm 2:50
Breaking developments in the controversy surrounding Georgia Insurance Commissioner Jim Beck. Today he asked 
the governor to suspend him from his job while vowing to beat fraud charges. The governor agreed with the request. 
Within hours, Governor Brian Kemp signed an order suspending Beck until his criminal case is settled.
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05/16/19 6pm 1:45
We’ve told you about slider crimes – thieves targeting drivers while they’re at the pump. But now these criminals 
expanded from gas stations into residential neighborhoods targeting cars outside homes. 

05/16/19 6/10pm 3:00
A teenager leads deputies on a high-speed pursuit down I-85 in Coweta County – traveling speeds of more than 100 
miles per hour. Deputies took the teens into custody only after a high-speed pit maneuver disabled her car. 

 05/16/19 10/11pm 3:00
A woman says the violence needs to stop. Bullets pierced her home, breaking windows and hitting furniture. She 
says one bullet came within inches of striking her when it hit her bed. 

05/16/19 5/11pm 3:40
As a push to re-examine evidence in the Atlanta child murders moves forward, so does an effort to pay tribute to the 
children killed. Atlanta’s mayor has appointed a group to come up with ideas for a memorial. 

05/17/19 5/6/10pm 5:20
Shots rang out in a Coweta County neighborhood this morning after a homeowner discovers a man breaking into his 
pickup. The thief opened fire striking the house and causing some tense moments for the family inside. 

05/17/19 5/6/10pm 5:15
New video shows a woman being punched and tased by an Atlanta police officer in front of her 4-year-old daughter. 
Maggie Thomas’ neighbors recorded the arrest, then her attorney posted it on Facebook. Now, Thomas is speaking 
out, saying she’s hopeful the police chief will take swift disciplinary action against the officer. 

05/17/19 5/6pm 3:20
Many of us are bombarded by them around the clock – scammers – disguised as government officials or family 
members – trying to steal personal information or money. The Federal Bureau of Investigation reported nearly 1.5 
billion dollars in losses as a result of cyber crime in 2017. Today, in a joint effort, three attorney’s generals visited 
Fulton County to roll out educational tools to protect vulnerable populations. 

05/17/19 6/10pm 2:20
A man is killed in a deadly scooter accident in Atlanta. It happened this morning at the intersection of West Lake 
Avenue and Browning Street. 

05/17/19 6pm :50
A dramatic increase in the reward for information about an Athens gun store burglary caught on camera. Late today, 
the ATF announced the amount is up to $5,000 dollars. 

05/17/19 10/11pm 3:00
A police officer knocked unconscious while trying to catch a man with a long criminal history. Police ended up 
getting their man but say they owe it to a couple of alert homeowners. 

05/17/19 10/11pm 3:00
A known drug house now belongs to Fulton County. The Dill Avenue Home is known to authorities as being the 
location for hundreds of crimes, ranging from drug deals, to prostitution and even murder. 

05/17/19 10/11pm 3:20
A Lithia Springs man is behind bars tonight for a racing incident that shut down a freeway and left the other driver 
in the hospital. Cobb County police say the two cars were racing on I-285 when one of the drivers crashed into an 
18-wheeler. Now he’s in the hospital and the other driver is in jail. 
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05/18/19 10/11pm 3:00
This is video that could put the crew behind a very clever heist behind bars. Cameras captured that group walking 
into a local temple and walking out with thousands of dollars in gold. As you’re about to see, some of these crooks 
worked to district the temple priest, while others grabbed the gold. 

05/18/19 10/11pm 3:00
They are quick-thinking scammers with credentials that look legit. And Fox Five has learned they’re targeted a very 
specific kind of victim. This scam is so detailed – it’s managed to trick some very savvy people out of thousands of 
dollars. 

05/19/19 6/10/11pm 5:00
A peeping tom alert out of Gwinnett County. A group of young baseball players reported seeing a man video people 
in a popular park’s bathroom. Police continue their search for the suspect, while upping patrols at Rabbit Hill Park.

05/19/19 10/11pm 3:40
Local police say they’ve pumped the brakes on a luxury car theft ring. Investigators in Covington say they’ve 
arrested two men who police say managed to swipe swanky rides across metro Atlanta. Now, they’re working with 
law enforcement across the country to bring the entire racket down.  

05/20/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
The man who police say pulled the trigger, Grady Wilkes, was arrested after an extensive manhunt. He’s now in jail 
charged with capital murder and attempted murder. This all started when three officers responded to a domestic 
disturbance call. Authorities say Grady Wilkes shot them when they showed up at the Arrowhead Mobile Home 
Park in Auburn, Alabama. That’s about eight miles from Auburn University about 100 miles from Atlanta. Officer 
William Buechner was shot and killed. He was a 13-year veteran of the department. 

05/20/19 5/6pm 4:00
A Fox 5 exclusive – we’re the only TV station with this video of the men investigators are looking for after a series 
of car break-ins in Coweta County. Tonight, authorities tell us the men in this video are responsible for opening fire 
on a homeowner who discovered their late-night crimes. 

05/20/19 5/6/11pm 3:30
Violence erupts at a child’s birthday party in Roswell leaving one woman dead and her alleged attacker hospitalized. 
Police say 42-year-old Margarita Cabrera-Maldonado was stabbed multiple times. 

05/20/19 5/6pm 4:00
We have new surveillance video tonight showing brazen thieves at work in a Hindu temple in Clayton County. The 
priests tell us they’re targeting gold chains. It’s also believed the crooks targeted another temple. 

05/20/19 10/11pm 2:00
A couple found dead inside their home. A shocking discovery made by their grandson in Barrow County. Tonight 
police are still there looking for clues and trying to figure out how the two died. 

05/20/19 10/11pm 3:00
A woman’s screams picked up by a security camera after police say she woke up to find a stranger staring at her. 
And she isn’t the only one this has happened to. Tonight police in East Point are warning homeowners to lock up 
while they’re on the lookout for a dangerous creeper. 

05/20/19 11pm 1:30
A trip to the bank turns terrifying for a man in Conyers. Police say two armed men forced their way into his car 
while he was withdrawing money from the ATM. 1905

05/21/19 5/6pm 3:00
Police just released new clues in a double murder. They tell us this car that was caught on surveillance video is tied 
to the murders. Police say that car was parked outside the home of an elderly Winder couple found murdered 
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yesterday. Their grandson found the bodies of 70-year-old Ron Hess and his wife 72-year-old Dorothy Hess in their 
home on Southridge Road. 

05/21/19 5/6/10/11pm 6:10
A federal grand jury accuses a former Dekalb County Commissioner of extortion and bribery. The indictment 
alleges Sharon Barnes Sutton took money in exchange for a major county contract while she was in office. FBI 
agents took Sutton into federal custody with a pre-dawn arrest at her Stone Mountain home.

05/21/19 5/6/11pm 6:00
Thieves broke into multiple businesses in the city of McDonough yesterday. But get this, the crooks didn’t taking 
anything. Employees say spray-painted messages on the walls explain why they left empty-handed. The businesses 
didn’t have any money inside. 

05/22/19 5/6pm 2:40
A grandmother hit and killed as she rode in an ambulance and the driver who caused the crash jumped into another 
car and drove away. Tonight, police are still looking for that driver. Mary Rachel would have celebrated her 84th 
birthday next week. Instead, her family just laid her to rest. She was in an ambulance on Martin Luther King Junior 
Drive in Atlanta when a car smashed into it and the driver got away. 

05/22/19 5/6pm 3:20
Barrow County Sheriff’s investigators continue to follow strong leads in a high-profile murder investigation. Their 
grandson found Ron Hess and his wife Dorothy, both in their 70’s, murdered in their home near Winder on Monday. 
Now we’ve learned an autopsy determined they were both shot to death. 

05/22/19 5/6pm 2:00
South Fulton Police know who they’re looking for in the shooting death of 21-year-old man. That’s according to 
investigators, who tell us victim Chris Floyd was shot in the back. His body was discovered between two hours in 
the neighborhood of Oakley Township. 

05/22/19 5/6/11pm 4:30
We’re learning new details about the smooth-talking man who’s now behind bars after police say he swindled a 
woman out of $80,000 dollars. Police in Franklin, Tennessee say John Martin Hill tried to hide under a table in a 
hotel conference room when they confronted him Tuesday night. He smiled in his mugshot after he was arrested on 
a fugitive’s warrant. 

05/22/19 5/6/11pm 5:40
It will be at least two more days before we know whether the case against a former state trooper accused of hitting 
and killing two teenage girls will move forward. Today, AJ Scott’s defense team filed another motion for a mistrial 
in the case. 

05/23/19 5/6pm 3:00
A southwest Atlanta family is desperately searching for their missing loved one tonight. Family members tell us 
mother and grandmother Valeria Robinson has not been seen in four days and now they’re starting to fear the worst. 

05/23/19 5/6pm 2:10
It’s a crime that continues to scare neighbors in a quiet Barrow County neighborhood. Two grandparents found 
murdered in their own home. The Barrow County Sheriff says his office is working around the clock to bring a 
suspect into custody. 

05/23/19 5/6/10pm 5:00
Seventeen years after Shad English and his cousin were brutally murdered, police have finally made an arrest in the 
case. In 2002, Paulding County deputies found the bodies of English and his cousin Dennis Jackson in the trunk of a 
car on Interstate 20. The case had gone cold until now. Police charged Andrew Shadrix after he confessed to the 
killings. 
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05/23/19 6/11pm 4:20
A prosecutor is in trouble tonight with her boss – the Fulton County District attorney. An Atlanta police officer tells 
Fox Five instead of paying the fee to get that boot off, someone took the entire wheel off the car. We have body 
camera footage that shows how it played out and you’ll only see it here. 

05/23/19 6pm 2:00
He stopped to take a quick dinner break and that’s when an Athens-Clarke County police officer says he knew 
something wasn’t right. The officer saw a man with a mask inside the restaurant. 

05/23/19 10/11pm 3:20
Kicked in the eye on the school bus. Tonight a 7-year-old boy is recovering from a horrific injury to his eye socket. 
Tonight there’s a debate between the boys’ parents and the Douglas County school district over the definition of 
bullying. 

05/23/19 10/11pm 3:00
He was riding an electric scooter on Atlanta streets when he was hit and killed by a car. Tonight 20-year-old Eric 
Amis was remembered and now his family is calling for new laws. 

05/24/19 5/6/10/11pm 4:40
A bizarre murder. Police say a man shot and killed a woman, then drove her body to the jail, and turned himself in. 
This all happened outside the Dekalb County jail. A man showed up with a body in the trunk of his car. He’s now in 
jail. And police have spent all day trying to learn more about the victim and the man that turned himself in. 

05/24/19 5/6/10/11pm 5:20
A terrifying crime has a Gwinnett County neighborhood on edge tonight. A man found shot dead, right outside the 
home where he was renting a room. The discovery, made this morning at a home in Norcross. Now Police are 
searching for his killer. 

05/24/19 5/6/10/11pm 6:00
The state of Georgia has a new tool in the fight against human trafficking. Today, Governor Brian Kemp announced 
first-of-its-kind unit in the Attorney General’s office solely dedicated to prosecuting trafficking. 

05/24/19 5/6pm 3:40
Caught on Camera – three teens breaking into a pair of McDonough businesses. One is spotted wearing a rosary and 
carrying a handgun. The young crooks got away with several hundred dollars in cash. 

05/24/19 10/11pm 3:00
Tonight millions of people are filling the highways and airports around the country. Hartsfield-Jackson is seeing 
record traffic. But cops say it isn’t just travelers heading to the airport. Crooks also have their sights set on the 
airport and the cars parked nearby. 

05/24/19 10/11pm 3:00
Tonight police want to catch a driver who hit a man and left him for dead in the side of the road. Deputies tell us 
they’re searching for a banged up Dodge 1500 pickup at the center of the Carroll County hit-and-run. 

05/25/19 10/11pm 2:40
The search continues for the person who shot three people – killing one. Atlanta Police tell us a security guard was 
gunned down outside of a Midtown restaurant overnight. 

05/26/19 10/11pm 3:40
Plagued with a problem. Newspaper ads blowing in the wind along a stretch of road in Duluth. The city realized it 
had a serial litterbug on its hands. Today, police officer is being praised for catching the culprit and it’s all on video. 

05/27/19 5/6/10pm 3:00
A picture of a toddler clinging to a police officer has gone viral and it happened here in the metro. 
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05/27/19 10/11pm 3:20
A deadly hit-and-run involving a pedestrian and a motorcycle. Tonight a 27-year-old man is dead and police say the 
biker who mowed him down is still on the run. 

05/28/19 5/10pm 4:00
A shocking discovery at an apartment complex – a woman murdered and left in a car in a parking lot.  Police say 
this is a homicide investigation. Officers found a woman’s body in a car at the Caswyck apartments on Favor Road 
near Marietta this morning. 

05/28/19 5/6pm 5:00
A 17-year-old accused of killing an off-duty Coweta County deputy was in court this morning. An Attorney for 
Danny Long waived Long’s right to a preliminary hearing on the charges of murder and making terroristic threats. 

05/28/19 10/11pm 2:20
A police chase ends in the middle of a Chick-fil-A restaurant. Investigators say it was stolen. The crash happened 
early this morning in Athens. 

05/28/19 11pm 1:20
If you store your property at a storage facility in Northeast Atlanta you may want to check on it. Atlanta Police tell 
Fox Five a crew broke into more than 40 units. 

05/29/19 5/6pm 2:30
A teenage girl found dead near the pool at an apartment complex. And police call her death suspicious. The teen’s 
body was found at the Atlantic Newton Apartments on Nesbit Ferry Road. 

05/29/19 5/6/11pm 6:00
She claims a Henry Count police officer sexually assaulted her but tonight Cindy Smith is the one facing charges. A 
grand jury indicted her earlier this month on charges of making false statements. 

05/29/19 5/6/11pm 4:30
Hours after the Atlanta mayor signed legislation to close the city jail the city council signed a 1-million-dollar 
settlement for something that happened inside that jail. As a result of that second signature, taxpayers will pay to 
resolve a wrongful death case involving a woman who died in the jail. 

05/29/19 6/10pm 3:20
A man pulls out a gun at a dog park and is arrested at the scene. Fox Five is speaking to the man at the center of this 
video who’s now facing criminal charges. Albert Partin claims he acted in self-defense when he pulled a gun 
Monday on a group during an argument at a Douglas County dog park on Monday. One of those victims, 
Christopher Mungin, called police. And his wife recorded it all. 

05/29/19 10/11pm 3:00
The father of a Marietta councilman is threatening punishment tonight after his adult son was arrested by police. 
Pastor and councilman Reggie Copeland was booked into the Cobb County Jail this evening. 

05/29/19 10/11pm 3:00
Crime scene tape surrounds an apartment complex where a man was shot and killed in Southeast Atlanta. And 
tonight the gunman is still on the run. The murder happened at the border of Grant Park in the new Platform 
apartments. 

05/30/19 5/6/10pm 3:00
The officer at the center of this viral video will face charges. In just the last hour and a half, the Dekalb County 
District Attorney’s Office announced that a grand jury indicted Dekalb County police officer Phillip Larscheid for 
his part in the June 2017 altercation with a homeless woman. 
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05/30/19 5/6/10pm 2:30
A Johns Creek family fears the worst tonight. They have not heard from their 17-year-old daughter for almost two 
days now. Family members believe the body Roswell Police found near a pool yesterday morning is hers even 
though police are not making the connection. 

05/30/19 5/6/11pm 3:30
A long-awaited day of justice for the widow whose husband was shot as he tried to protect her from armed robbers. 
A Cobb County judge sentenced Demarious Green and Dylan Ledbetter to life in prison for killing Anthony Welch 
and shooting his wife outside the Pappadeaux restaurant on Windy Hill Road in October of 2016. Police say Green 
and LedBetter robbed the couple and stole his wife’s costume jewelry. Welch died and his wife was injured. 

05/30/19 5/6/10pm 6:00
A man exploring a local river found something that caught the attention of law enforcement – a pistol. Bartow 
county investigators say they’ve been able to track the weapon that may help them solve a 2-year-old crime. 

05/30/19 10/11pm 3:00
R&B singer R. Kelly is facing new charges. Prosecutors in Chicago are charging him with 11 new sex-related 
counts. The 52-year-old is already facing 10 counts of sexual assault charges in another case. 

05/30/19 11pm 1:45
Take a look at this surveillance video. It shows a man swiping a woman’s purse right off the back of her chair and 
she is totally unaware she just became a victim. Investigators say these slick crooks are very good at what they do. 
And tonight police have a warning you need to hear. 

05/31/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
Terrifying moments for a Marietta woman carjacked at gunpoint right outside her mother’s home. Marietta Police 
say that gunman then led officers on a wild high-speed chase topping 110 miles per hour ending in a horrific crash. 
This is what the car looked like after that crash. Both suspects survived. Police captured one but they’re desperate to 
find the other one. 

05/31/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
Atlanta police are searching for the man who robbed a jogger at gunpoint. It happened on Memorial Day on the 
city’s popular Beltline. 

05/31/19 5/6/10pm 5:15
A Clayton County judge grants bond to the woman described by critics as a traffic vigilante. Hannah Payne is 
accused of shooting and killing a man who drive away from a crash. 

05/31/19 5/6pm 3:00
Phillip Larscheid, the officer seen in the video, has fewer than 24 hours to surrender. That decision, by the district 
attorney, is the result of yesterday’s grand jury’s indictment. Today we are hearing from attorneys from both sides. 

05/31/19 6pm 1:50
He’s accused of stealing more than $50,000 dollars’ worth of laptops and other equipment from office buildings in 
Sandy Springs. Officers arrested Ricky Ricardo Turner late yesterday after investigators connected him to a string of 
burglaries that date back to December. 

06/01/19 10/11pm 2:30
Bartow County deputies are investigating a murder-suicide involving three people. We’re told all three died of 
gunshot wounds. Deputies say they responded to a call about a shooting around 4:30 this afternoon in the area of 
Gray and Old Rudy York Roads near Cartersville. A witness we spoke with says she heard a number of gunshots. 
She says when she waked outside her home she found the bodies of two men and a woman. Investigators are holding 
off on releasing the names of anyone involved until family members can be notified. 
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06/01/19 10/11pm 4:00
A peeping tom alert out of Acworth where one shopper says a man followed her around a grocery store and tried 
taking pictures up her dress multiple times over Memorial Day weekend. 

06/02/19 10/11pm 3:00
Armed, dangerous, and on the run. That’s how Conyers Police describe the man they say used a 13-year-old girl as 
an accomplice to commit a violent armed robbery. Tonight police say they’ve canvassed a community for days 
searching for suspect 20-year-old Calvin Smith. 

06/02/19 5/6/11pm 3:00
Police have just arrested the woman suspected of hitting a Sandy Springs police officer and driving off. That off-
duty officer was directing traffic at a condominium complex on Powers Ferry Road when the driver hit him. 

06/02/19 5/6pm 3:20
A Young father is gunned down at a College Park convenience store. Now, two children will be forced to grow up 
without a dad. Tonight, police are searching for the two killers. 

06/02/19 5/6pm 2:30
Vandals target a Cherokee church overnight leaving behind thousands of dollars’ worth of damage. They smashed 
the glass in the windows leaving a huge mess. And once inside they sprayed ketchup and paint on the walls. 
Investigators suspect the culprits are young based on the type of damage they caused and the kinds of items they left 
behind. 

06/02/19 5/6pm 3:20
A Gwinnett County couple compared it to an earthquake. A car plowed into their home sending dishes and office 
supplies flying off of shelves. The couple now says they’re fed up – because this isn’t the first time their property 
has been damaged by reckless driving and they’re fearful the next time someone will get seriously hurt. 

06/03/19 5/6pm 4:00
A pending prison release for a man held responsible for running down a cyclist has raised questions among the 
cyclist’s friends. They have now launched a social media campaign to keep the driver locked up. You may recall the 
incident. A motorist struck Greg Germani and dragged him nearly 50 feet down a street.

06/03/19 10/11pm 2:40
A death investigation is underway in Buford. Someone found the bodies of a man and a woman inside an apartment 
just a few hours ago. 

06/03/19 10/11pm 4:00
Tonight – an all-out manhunt for a killer. Investigators from a number of agencies are trying to find a man wanted 
for killing a 74-year-old after an argument. 

06/04/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
A sister is heartbroken and cannot fathom why someone would shoot her brother in the back as he walked home 
from the grocery store. Tonight police are looking for his killer. Police found Geary Samuels’ body along Hope 
Springs in Stone Mountain. His sister believes someone followed him home and shot him. 

06/04/19 5/6pm 2:20
Loved ones are desperate for answers after a man was murdered in Union City then dumped in a gas station parking 
lot on Flat Shoals Road. Police aren’t saying much about their investigation at this point. 

06/04/19 5/6pm 3:00
Police hope surveillance video will help them catch a violent criminal who is on the loose. We first reported the 
story Saturday morning after shots rang out near Chamberlain Street and William Borders Drive and a man was 
killed. A news alert from Cherokee county where investigators are trying to find someone accused of interfering in 
official police business with technology. 
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06/04/19 10/11pm 2:40
For the first time tonight we’re hearing from one of the victims of a man police describe as a repeat armed robber. 
Atlanta Police tell Fox Five the man struck at least three times in one week. And someone who came face-to-face 
with him walked us through the crime. 

06/04/19 11pm 2:00
A former UGA student is the focus of an investigation. The securities and exchange commission complaint accuses 
him of running a Ponzi scheme out of a fraternity house where he promised huge returns on investments. 

06/05/19 5/6pm 3:00
Caught on camera – four desperate thieves break into a Dekalb County apartment in the middle of the day. The man 
who lives there hopes one of you can help police catch these bad guys. 

06/05/19 5/6pm 3:00
The mother of a man murdered in Union City makes a public plea for help. Gregory Dean Lowe was one of two men 
shot at an apartment complex near Flat Shoals Road.

06/05/19 5/6/11pm 4:30
Scary moments for a woman during a Lyft ride. The driver picked her up in West Midtown. While they were headed 
to her car in Inman Park, she says he drove off course and made her feel uncomfortable. In fact, she says she was so 
scared she jumped out of the car. 

06/05/19 5/6/10pm 6:00
People across metro Atlanta are getting calls demanding cash for ransom and the calls seem very believable. That’s 
because the criminals are able to clone the phone numbers of your family members. We know the scammers are 
targeting individuals from Tyrone to Cherokee County. 

06/05/19 5/6/10pm 4:00
He allegedly sweet-talked a woman out of tens of thousands of dollars. And this afternoon, John Martin Hill made 
his first appearance in a Gwinnett County courtroom on charges of theft by deception. 

06/05/19 10/11pm 3:00
A puppy found burned and thrown from a car. Tonight there’s a group working to save it. 

06/05/19 10/11pm 3:20
McDonough Police say they are searching for a smooth-talking thief who drove off with a customer’s vehicle at a 
car dealership. 

06/06/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
A purse snatcher punched her in the face at a Cobb County grocery store. He got away before police arrived. But 
police know what he’s driving. And they hope this picture will help them track him down. 

06/06/19 5/6pm 2:30
Attacked, dragged into the woods, robbed and raped. A walk to the bus stop turns into a terrifying crime for a 
woman in Clayton County. Police arrested an 18-year-old suspect less than an hour after the attack. 

06/06/19 5/6pm 3:00
An Atlanta family says their loved one was killed at a Citgo gas station over 20 dollars in gas money. Atlanta Police 
have arrested a brother and sister who investigators believe are responsible for Derrick Dawson’s murder. 

06/06/19 5pm 1:00
Thieves hunting for valuables rummage through and damage nearly 50 units at a storage facility in Midtown 
Atlanta. And police say these crooks weren’t careful – they used either a hammer or an axe to smash open the unit 
doors. 
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06/06/19 10/11pm 3:20
Now to a growing murder trend in Dekalb. Investigators tell Fox Five the area has had 63 homicides so far this year. 
But police are working to increase patrols and build community. 

06/07/19 5/6/10pm 5:00
An unthinkable act in Forsyth County – someone abandoned a precious newborn baby girl in a plastic bag in a 
wooded area along Daves Creek Road last night. The remarkable part of this story is a Forsyth County family found 
the baby alive. Now the baby girl is recovering at an area hospital. 

06/07/19 5/6/10/11pm 5:00
When something didn’t seem right two people stepped in. They believe their actions made all the difference for a 
young woman who had just been raped and led to the quick capture of the suspect. The victim was headed to a bus 
stop. Those who helped her were on their way to work. 

06/07/19 5/6pm 3:20
Caught on camera – a crook cruising around on a stolen lawn mower in Lamar County. The sheriff’s office says they 
see more thefts of equipment like this – around the summertime. And they hope someone from the public will 
recognize the criminal before he strikes again. 

06/07/19 6/10/11pm 6:45
A spike in crime in one Union City neighborhood has residents fed up and demanding action. Neighbors tell Fox 
Five they’ve been seeing more and more property crime but that’s not all. There have been at least two murders in 
the area in the last two months. 

06/07/19 10/11pm 2:40
Clayton County police say a homeowner who shot and killed a suspected intruder will likely not face charges. 

06/07/19 10/11pm 4:00
A sheriff’s report lays out shocking allegations against the deputy director of Alpharetta’s public safety department 
Wes McCall. According to the Forsyth County Sheriff’s office McCall and several others in his homeowner’s 
association were part of a circle accused of texting each other doctored pornographic pictures of neighbors. 

06/07/19 10/11pm 3:00
Hit by a car and killed while riding a scooter. Now the woman police say was behind the wheel has been charged. 
Tonight, the victim’s family is talking about new laws they say should be enacted regarding scooters. 

06/10/19 5/6/10pm 4:00
Gwinnett Police have arrested a man who they say targeted food delivery drivers and robbed them at gunpoint. Even 
more alarming, they say the same man robbed a 73-year-old woman but when she didn’t have any money to give 
him, he tried to sexually assault her. 

06/10/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
Thieves hit a luxury car dealership not once, not twice, but seven times in the last few weeks. Each time, the thieves 
have made off with high-end vehicles which they drove right through the security fence surrounding the car lot. 

06/10/19 5/6/10pm 3:00
It was a tense situation that unfolded right in front of our Fox Five cameras this weekend. A high-speed chase and 
manhunt after four people robbed a store in Locust Grove. The chase ended with a crash in Atlanta off Jonesboro 
Road. 

06/10/19 10/11pm 3:00
It was back to business for a Marietta councilman who was arrested last month after a traffic crash. Reggie Copeland 
was charged with obstruction of law enforcement. 
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06/10/19 11pm 1:30
Perhaps you’ve heard of thieves breaking into beauty store and running out with packs of hair. It’s a trend we’ve 
seen here and across the country. 

06/11/19 5/6pm 3:00
Lured and grabbed inside a Walmart. Police say this man tried to kidnap a 9-year-old boy but he broke free and ran 
for help. Police say Michael Beltran tried to lure the boy out of a bathroom at the Walmart on Cobb Parkway in 
Marietta. 

06/11/19 5/10pm 4:00
A heartbreaking story out of Henry County – a three car accident takes the life of a 12-year-old girl. And police say 
the driver that caused the crash was driving under the influence. 

06/11/19 5/6/10pm 4:00
Investigators just announced they’ve arrested 81 child exploitation suspects in Georgia over the last two months. 
The arrests are part of a nationwide push called Operation Broken Heart. 

06/11/19 5/6 pm 4:00
Someone stole a more than 6,000-pound food truck from a Gwinnett County parking lot leaving a mother and 
daughter distraught. They say the truck is their passion and their livelihood. 

06/11/19 10/11pm 3:20
We begin tonight with the search for an armed and dangerous gunman. He’s accused of killing a 19-year-old man 
whose family says dedicated his life to God. The shooting happened Saturday afternoon at the 1500 Oaks 
Apartments in Clarkston. 

06/11/19 10/11pm 3:00
Atlanta Police are on the lookout for a rapist. Tonight – dozens in one community have seen this sketch. And 
officers tell us they’re worried the man could strike again. 

06/11/19 11pm 1:20
We have new information tonight about a story we first brought you just hours ago on Fox Five. The owners of this 
food truck now have their business back. They tell us someone stole the truck from a parking lot in Norcross. 

06/12/19 5/6/10pm 4:00
A grieving mother makes an emotional plea for the hit-and-run driver who killed her son to come forward. Someone 
struck and killed 31-year-old Robert Bowden in Buckhead last month. Today – Bowden’s mother traveled from 
New Jersey to Atlanta to find answers. 

06/12/19 5/6pm 3:00
A senseless shooting involving two teenagers. One is dead and the other in the Douglas County Jail after deputies 
say they got into an argument about a video game controller. Officers say one teen pulled out a gun and shot the 
other. 

06/12/19 5pm 3:00
Police are on the hunt for a man who they say is an associate of the notoriously violent MS13 Gang. Alex Bautista is 
wanted in connection to a triple shooting. Six other people charged in the case have already pleaded guilty to 
shooting three people after an argument in 2017. Prosecutors say all of them are associates of the MS13 Gang. 

06/12/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
Athens-Clarke County police need your help identifying two men who robbed a popular snack delivery service. 
According to investigators, it happened just before 11:30 on May 31st. 
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06/12/19 11pm 1:15
A grandmother missing for 24 days. Now relatives of the southwest Atlanta woman are offering $15,000 to the 
person who can lead them to her. 

06/12/19 10/11pm 4:00
Keep your doors locked! That’s the message from Milton Police after a number of car thefts and break-ins in the 
same area. 

06/12/19 5/6pm 3:30
State officials say they have arrested three people in the fraud case that stretches all the way to California. Officials 
say the people involved preyed on agricultural workers who put in long hours on California farms. 

06/13/19 5/6pm 2:30
A drive-by shooting takes the life of a 31-year-old man. Now two young children are without a father. And family 
members are trying to make sense of it all. 

06/13/19 5pm 1:20
Atlanta’s police chief wants to see exactly what happens if one of her officers has to use a gun. Chief Erika Shields 
says she’s buying new technology to allow her to do that and in turn allow her to ensure the use of a gun is justified. 

06/13/19 6/11pm 3:20
A Spalding County community is praying for a miracle after a deputy was shot in the head allegedly by her own 
daughter. 

06/13/19 10/11pm 3:00
Cameras, catching crimes around the city. Tonight, police in Duluth want people to know they’re watching. They 
tell us they were able to arrest a hit-and-run driver working from the footage that cameras captured. 

06/14/19 5/6pm 3:00
The open missing person’s case is now a homicide investigation. Loved ones reported Beatriz Espinoza missing 
more than two years ago. Police discovered her body about a month later, but no one knew until DNA just 
connected the two cases. 

06/14/19 5/6pm 4:20
New information about a double-murder suicide in Lamar County. Crime scene investigators worked two separate 
scenes into late last night. We have now learned authorities found a letter in the alleged shooter’s bedroom. 

06/14/19 5/6pm 2:20
Thieves hold up an Atlanta cell phone store. Police say they pulled a gun on a female clerk, put her on the floor, and 
then ransacked the cabinets, looking for phones. But officers say the crooks did one thing that may be helpful in the 
investigation. 

06/14/19 5/6pm 2:20
Two raids, three arrests. That’s the result of a prostitution bust by the Covington Police Department today at two 
massage parlors. This comes after a four-month undercover investigation. 

06/14/19 6pm 2:00
The attempted murder case against a well-known rapper will move forward. That’s the ruling of a Fulton County 
judge today in the case of rapper Lil Durk. Prosecutors say Lil Durk and his co-defendant robbed and shot a man 
outside of The Varsity earlier this year. 

06/14/19 10/11pm 3:00
A man followed a woman from a Marta station then grabbed her backside. Now Police want you to be on alert. 
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06/14/19 11pm 1:30
There’s been a string on break-ins at his upscale high-rise apartment building in Midtown. And one resident thinks 
kindness to strangers could be to blame. He says somehow criminals are getting in right through the front door. 

06/14/19 10/11pm 4:00
McDonough police say they’ve connected a 13-year-old to counterfeiting cases across the metro area. Now a 
number of police agencies are working to put him behind bars before he strikes again. 

06/17/19 5/6pm 3;00
A Monroe man is stunned with a taser until he passed out. The violent confrontation is caught on camera. It’s a story 
you saw first right here on Fox Five News. It happened at the Monroe Estates on Wheelhouse Lane. The officer seen 
in the video tasing Ivan Tory has been suspended. 

06/17/19 5/6pm 2:40
A heartbreaking story in the city of South Fulton today. That’s where police say a Clayton County man was killed 
and a teenage driver is hospitalized when the two collided on Flat Shoals Road this morning. One of the most 
disturbing aspects of this story is that police say the teen driver did not have a license to drive. 

06/17/19 5/6/11pm 2:30
Coweta County deputies arrested ten people in a prostitution sting that focused on online advertising for sex. The 
men and women either answered ads for sex or were with the person who did. 

06/17/19 5/6pm 3:00
A Buckhead woman is begging for your help to find her French bulldog which was stolen. She says thieves took 
Rex from her car which was parked in a busy shopping center. 

06/17/19 10/11pm 2:30
Sparks fly as a thief saws away at a trailer he’s about to steal. The scene was all caught on camera and tonight a Hall 
County family business hopes you will recognize the stolen trailer or the culprit’s truck. 

06/18/19 5/6/10pm 4:30
A 35-year-old Barnesville man is under arrest after deputies saw a YouTube video which allegedly shows a 
rendezvous for sex with who they thought was a 14-year-old boy. James Crews faces a charge this evening of 
solicitation of a minor for indecent purposes. 

06/18/19 5/6pm 3:00
The loved ones of a father killed in a car crash are speaking out tonight. South Fulton Police say the man was 
driving when he and an unlicensed 15-year-old collided, killing him. 

06/18/19 5/6pm 3:00
A robber snatches money right out of a cash register then flees in a stolen car. The bold crime, captured on store 
surveillance cameras. It happened at the Buddy Beauty Mart in Peachtree Corners this afternoon. 

06/18/19 11pm 1:30
Families inside one Northwest Atlanta apartment complex say they are fed up with seeing this. Bullet holes in cars, 
shattered glass on pavement, and crime scene tape wrapped around buildings. Even worse, they say someone opened 
fire on a candlelight vigil for a shooting victim. 

06/18/19 10/11pm 3:00
Decatur Police say three violent robbers are on the run tonight. Investigators tell us the armed men attacked a 
couple. 

06/18/19 10/11pm 4:00
Police say they have nabbed a sexual assault suspect and he’s got quite a lengthy criminal record. He’s been arrested 
23 times for a number of serious offenses. And now he’s accused of rape and burglary. 
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06/19/2019 5/6pm 3:00
Cherokee County investigators now say it was Atlanta attorney Gary Farris’ wife who shot and killed him. Deputies 
say she then attempted to cover up the crime by setting his body on fire. 

06/19/2019 5/6/10/11pm 6:00
Quick police work resulted in the arrest of three suspects accused of beating and robbing a man at gunpoint. Newnan 
police say the person who inflicted the most injuries on the victim was just 16 years old. 

06/19/2019 5/6pm 3:30
We’re learning more about the suspect charged in a violent sexual assault in southwest Atlanta. Atlanta police say 
Demetrius Abercrombie has committed dozens of crimes dating back to the 90’s. 

06/19/2019 5/6pm 4:00
Distracted drivers are back to their old habits using their cell phones while behind the wheel. Today, officers 
cracked down on people violating the hands free law and handed out more than 100 driver citations. 

06/19/2019 10/11pm 3:00
We’re on top of a dangerous situation in Northwest Atlanta – police are searching for a gunman who shot a man in 
the head twice. Initially, investigators thought this was a carjacking but now that doesn’t appear to be the case.

06/19/2019 10/11pm 3:20
Atlanta’s missing and murdered children will not be forgotten. 40 years after the children were snatched from 
Atlanta’s streets, a taskforce will determine how to best honor them. That panel met for the first time tonight. 

06/19/2019 10/11pm 4:00
A frightening alert for families. The owner of a Gainesville ice cream shop is in custody tonight. Police say he’s a 
registered sex offender and isn’t allowed to be around children. But somehow he managed to get a license to run a 
business that serves families and kids.  

06/20/19 5P/6P 2:50
A three car accident in Gwinnett county claimed the life of 2 children and sent 6 others to the hospital. It happened 
last night on Steve Reynolds boulevard near windward lane. Gwinnett county police say they've charged a Duluth 
driver with 2 counts of vehicular homicide.

06/20/19 5P/6P 3:10
Smyrna police are on the lookout for a couple of violent robbers. Officers tell fox five, two armed men terrorized 
employees of a hair store, and then stole thousands of dollars’ worth of wigs and weaves.

06/20/19 11P 1:25
An Atlanta man is in jail--after police say--he grabbed an officer's gun and rammed his vehicle into one of their 
patrol cars. The chaotic scene played out right in the middle of interstate 20 in DeKalb county.

06/21/19 5P/6P 3:20
And happening right now-- the search for an armed robbery suspect wanted across state lines. This started when 
police tried to serve two arrest warrants near Snellville. The scene quickly turned into a swat standoff.

06/21/19 5P/6P 3:00
A local grandmother tells us she was targeted in the place where she should feel the safest. A barrage of bullets 
hitting her home and car... Putting her grandkids' lives at risk.

06/21/19 10P/11P 2:10
A body was discovered in a wooded area this afternoon. Tonight... Investigators are trying to figure out who it is. 
News edge reporter Elizabeth Rawlins is live in Gainesville... Where you spoke to some who thinks he might know 
who this is.
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06/21/19 10P/11P 2:30
A Douglas county mother says she came within inches of being struck by a vehicle during a high speed police chase. 
It happened as deputies say they were chasing two armed robbery suspects from a nearby Walmart. The chase ended 
in a crash with one of the suspects injured, and tonight we have exclusive video of the aftermath.

06/22/19 6P/11P 3:00
Gwinnett county police are looking for the violent robbers behind a scary home invasion. Investigators tell fox five 
those men claimed to be police officers. Once they got into the house, they stole cash and even attacked and tied up 
the people inside.

06/23/19 6P/10P/11P 4:30
If you make bill payments by mail - investigators say you may want to re-think that. Athens-Clarke county police 
report several instances of criminals getting into people's mail and doctoring checks.

06/23/19 10P/11P 3:00
A valet driver is recovering from a violent encounter with a car thief. He jumped in front of a moving car seconds 
after a crook jumped into that car to steal it.

06/23/19 6P/10P/11P 4:30
By now you know to lock your doors when you're gassing up, right? We've been reporting on slider crimes at metro 
gas stations for months. Well, now we've learned "thieves at the pump" are getting a bit more aggressive. They're 
not just trolling gas stations for unlocked cars. They're now shattering windows to get to people's stuff -- right in 
front of shocked drivers.

06/24/19 5P/6P 3:00
A Kansas woman detained at Hartsfield-Jackson international airport for trying to take an baby from a family. When 
the woman was stopped, Atlanta police say she then went over and grabbed a 6-year-old boy.

06/24/19 5P/6P 3:10
A Covington family is devastated tonight after their son was shot and killed while doing a kind gesture. College 
Park police tell us Skyler McKenzie was giving a friend a ride home when her boyfriend apparently opened fire on 
their car. 
Tonight, that woman is in critical condition and the boyfriend was shot too when someone in McKenzie's car 
returned fire.

06/24/19 5P/6P 3:00
Crooks stealing from cars while owners are sleeping or working-out. A rash of thefts from vehicles in west cobb has 
police and residents on alert. Police say they've seen a spike in thefts from cars lately.

06/24/19 6P/10P 3:00
Atlanta police are searching for a trio of crooks - accused of stealing thousands of dollars’ worth of merchandise 
earlier this month. But wait until you hear where they snagged the goods from.

06/24/19 11P 1:35
Stunned with a Taser attacked and robbed. That's what one woman says two women did to her near a busy Publix in 
midtown Atlanta. It's a crime that has left many shoppers and pedestrians -- shocked.

06/24/19 10P/11P 3:20
Alpharetta police are looking for a crew they believe possibly drugged some women, sexually assaulted them, and 
stole from them.

06/24/19 10P/11P 3:30
Someone has been scaring people into giving up money... Or face jail time. One woman tells fox five she fell for the 
scam... When someone threatened her for missing jury duty.
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06/25/19 5P/6P 3:00
This man was caught on surveillance video taking a photo up a woman's dress with his cellphone. Now, police are 
searching for the man who committed the bold act in a busy grocery store. It happened at the Kroger on Hudson 
bridge road in Stockbridge.

06/25/19 10P/11P 3:00
A promising career in law enforcement has seemingly has been cut short by a criminal investigation into missing 
money. The former commander of the flint circuit drug task force suddenly quit.

06/26/19 5P/6P 2:30
A disturbing discovery outside a busy midtown office building when a woman finds a man murdered. Atlanta police 
say it happened in a plaza next to one Atlantic center on west Peachtree street. Now police are searching for the 
killer.

06/26/19 5P/6P 2:00
An alert neighbor credited with helping police capture a man reportedly breaking into cars in west Cobb overnight. 
The west cobb area is experiencing an uptick in car break-ins.

06/26/19 10P/11P 3:00
He confronted a thief and nearly lost his life-- this is just one of the latest examples of violent crime plaguing one 
metro Atlanta community. Police say the thieves are after guns, money and electronics. And they're not afraid to use 
force against anyone who gets in their way.

06/26/19 10P/11P 3:20
A rapist is on the loose after a violent attack on a teenager inside her home. Authorities think this terrifying assault 
was carried out by a complete stranger who sneaked inside the girl's house.

06/27/19 5P/6P 3:10
A hail of gunfire near a popular Atlanta shopping area. When the bullets stop flying, seven people are wounded and 
gunmen are on the run. The shooting happened along Parkway Drive between Ponce De Leon and north avenue. 
Tonight police are looking for multiple gunmen.

06/27/19 5P/6P 2:00
Police are calling it a possible case of road rage. A crash is followed by a shooting and friends say those involved 
were family members. Tonight, two men are in the hospital.

06/27/19 5P/6P 2:20
Two women in Coweta county face charges tonight after investigators say they crashed into Newnan home causing 
it to catch fire. Investigators say the driver was driving recklessly -- lost control and crashed. The passenger captured 
the entire thing on Facebook live.

06/27/19 5P/6P 3:00
Smyrna police are urging shop owners to closely evaluate big bills after a string of stores received counterfeit cash. 
One business owner is particularly fed up. She says a man faked an injury to earn her sympathy and distract her 
from the crime.

06/27/19 10/11P 3:20
It's a trend taking places in metro Atlanta neighborhoods. Now Duluth police are working to get a look at your 
neighbor’s cameras. Officers say they're joining a camera company called "flock" to catch criminals.

06/27/19 10P/11P 2:50
A man shot in the head.. in front of a young boy! Investigators say they have no doubt -- they know who's 
responsible.
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06/28/19 5P/6P 3:20
One of the largest heroin busts in Cherokee county history. Police seize drugs and guns and arrest three people. The 
undercover operation started two months ago and came to an end at a Woodstock home Thursday afternoon.

06/28/19 6P 3:10
A car... worth hundreds of thousands of dollars... Stolen while the owner was standing right next to it. It happened in 
Buckhead Wednesday afternoon. The car owner says he's just the latest in a number of crimes that have been 
plaguing the city.

06/29/19 11P 1:05
A drive-by shooting injures seven people. Now Atlanta police are working to find the gunmen. Tonight - people 
who live in the Mechanicsville neighborhood are feeling uneasy.

06/30/19 10P 1:40
The sound of gunfire -- captured on a northwest Atlanta family's home surveillance camera. That family says they 
came home from vacation to find bullet holes in their home and one even ripped through their toddler's bedroom.

06/30/19 10P/11P 2:40
Surveillance video inside of a local home shows the family dog startled by a scare. Shots were being fired outside of 
that Edgewood home. Neighbors tell Fox Five -- someone who lives nearby confronted a crew of car thieves. At one 
point, someone opened fire. Now police are trying to figure out who pulled the trigger and what happened next.

06/30/19 10P/11P 3:00
Police confirm a shootout that left a child injured. This happened at an apartment complex on "misty waters drive 
during a shootout between two people.

FAMILY/YOUTH/STUDENT

04/2/19 9a 3:45
Hustle & Soul chef Lawrence Page is here to share a special KETO diet recipe and talk about his new restaurant 
opening in College Park

04/4/19 7a/8a/9a 4:00
We visit Fosyth County’s Sawnee Mountain Preserve and take a look at the rich history and the new trails now 
available

04/5/19 7a/8a/9a 3:55
MotoAmerica Championship takes place in Braselton this weekend at Road Atlanta we talk to drivers and 
organizers in anticipation of the big annual event.

04/8/19 5a/7a/9a 2:05
Runner who is working on running marathons on all 7 continents is halfway there—and she works at FOX5

04/9/19 7a/8a/9a 3:45
The Australian Bakery shows us the history and how to make hot-cross buns and their significance during the Easter 
season

04/09/19 5/6/10/11pm 6:10
Two Floyd County teenagers have become heroes for stopping an attempted carjacking. They jumped into action to 
help an elderly driver, after a man jumped into her car.  

04/09/19 6/11pm 4:30
It's a happy ending following a rough road traveled for a Covington teenager. She and her mother have overcome a 
brutal case of domestic violence. Now -- this Newton County High School senior will have the chance the live out 
her dream of going to college with a lot of help from her favorite childhood chef. 
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04/10/19 7a/8a/9a 3:55
We visit an new place at Armor Yards---the East Pole Coffee Co. We learn about “coffee cupping” and other 
caffeine related intricacies of roasting and brewing coffee

04/11/19 5a & 8a 2:15
A hodge-podge look at THE MASTERS with some prognostication about who might win the major tourney

04/11/19 7a/8a/9a 3:00
A Pinners Conference descends on Atlanta this upcoming weekend and we take a preview of this assembly that 
bring all things Pinterest to life

04/12/19 5a & 7a 2:20
Another look at THE MASTERS: Can a 40 year old win the coveted green jacket---some say yes others disagree

04/12/19 7a/8a/9a 4:00
Art, music and culture bloom at the annual Dogwood Festival----we have preview as we showcase the Atlanta High 
School Art Exhibition

04/15/19 7a/8a/9a 3:30
Goodwill host spring fashion show---we visit the Goodwill of North Georgia. Did you know there were 60 stores in 
45 counties across north Georgia---and there are plenty of bargains and great finds that help their outreach funding

04/16/19 7a/8a/9a 3:30
Celebrities tee-off for White County charity golf at the Darrell Chaney Invitational in Helen

04/16/19 9a 3:00
Tennis Pro Andy Roddick stops by to talk about the BB & T Classic set for this upcoming summer and the great 
charity work it does in the community

4/17/19 7a/8a/9a 3:15
A new Grant Park cookie shop takes the art of cookes over the top . A Haute Cookie offers everything from cookies 
and cookie sandwiches, to cookie shakes and even edible cookie dough.

04/17/19 5/6/11pm 6:35
A Cobb County mother escapes from her burning home, saving her two children. Devin Dehart says she was asleep 
when her Powder Springs home caught fire. But she managed to get her son and daughter out before the home was 
completely engulfed.

04/18/19 5/6/11pm 6:35
A former Banks County high school student -- who's battling a serious illness -- gets the surprise of a lifetime, 
thanks to the Make A Wish Foundation. 19-year-old Kacey Reynolds' wish has been granted --he'll will get to play a 
role in the NFL draft in Nashville next week. 

04/18/19 5a & 7a 2:00
NFL player needs a kidney---and we follow him through the process

04/18/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:30
Miles Through Time Car Museum in Toccoa, GA.  This unique museum celebrates some very unique cars and 
trucks---dating back to 1910.  But this is a museum where some of the cars are for sale

04/19/19 5a & 7a 2:50
We celebrate the Unity Concert and its fund-raising

04/19/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:00
The Good Day Atlanta feature team highlights the Tasting Room at the City Winery over at Ponce City Market
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04/22/19 7a/8a/9a/ 3:30
A visit to Georgia’s historic Hardman Farm State Historic Site in Saute Nacoochee near Helen in north GA

04/23/19 9a 4:00
Cooking segment on Golden Eagle---in concert with fund raising for Project Open Hand

04/23/19 9a 3:00
Mister Manners:  Spring cleaning for your manners---New habits to try and old ones to wave good-by to

04/24/19 5a & 7a 2:25
3 legged animal sanctuary in north Georgia mountains

04/24/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:30
The Summit Racing Equipment Atlanta Motorama is back at the Atlanta Motor Speedway and the GDA team stops 
by for a preview of this huge Georgia Motoring festival

04/25/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
The Historic Sportscar Racing Mitty returns to Michelin Raceway Road Atlanta with unique historic sportcar racing

04/26/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
75th Anniversary of D-Day is commemorated at special event in Peachtree City---the WWII Heritage Days

04/26/19 5a & 9a 2:55
New Hope AME celebrates 150 years

04/29/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
New “escape” experience at The Battery near SunTrust park—we visit the new attraction “The Escape Game”

04/29/19 9a 3:45
Food That Rocks Festival in Sandy Springs is coming up---we have a preview and visit from one of the participating 
restaurants

04/30/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:50
Spin The District---a new bicycling event in the Atlanta Airport district---we preview all the action

04/30/19 9a 3:30
Morten Anderson here to talk about his seventh annual Special Teams for Special Ops fund raising event

04/30/19 6pm 2:50
A Good Samaritan hailed as a hero for rescuing a teenager from Lake Lanier in Gwinnett County.  Tonight, the 
teen’s family is searching for the stranger who helped save his life. Friends say Dontay Lane was under water for 
several minutes on Sunday before someone pulled him from the water. Dontay's mother believes her son now has a 
chance to live because of the stranger, who disappeared quickly after the rescue.

05/01/19 5/6pm 4:40
This giant explosion was caught on camera. It could have put a high school baseball team's state playoff game in 
jeopardy. And now, people have rallied around the school. South Paulding high school is taking on Harrison High 
School in the second round. Businesses, and even other schools have thrown their support behind South Paulding.  

05/1/19 5a/7a/9a 2:45
Labor caught on camera/ Woman delivers baby at her home and its all caught on security cameras---she throws 
party for her 1 year old and the first responders who arrived and helped
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05/1/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:15
Buford Cat house----La Maison du Chat---organized and run by the CatRangers a non-profit organization that 
rescues cats and housed them until they are adopted.

05/2/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:30
Old Fourth Ward Distillery now making bourbon in advance of the Kentucky Derby

05/2/19 10a 3:00
Practical ways to deal with discontentment----which are gratitude, humility, and growth

05/3/19 8a 2:40
Mark of the Potter---a rpadside attraction outside Clarksville that might be worth a visit next time you are in the area

05/3/19 9a & 10a 3:45
Rock Hall of Famer Rick Allen brings art to Atlanta----he’s the drummer for Def Leppard---but he’s got an artistic 
side as well

05/03/19 10/11pm 3:45
Mother's day is next Sunday. And for many the best gift is spending time with family. But, most mothers in jail 
won’t get that opportunity. That's why groups are coming together to bail out as many as they can. Fox Five's 
Marissa Mitchell explains one effort aimed at reuniting families in time for the holiday.

05/6/19 5a & 7a 2:35
100 year old WW II Vet: Cleveland Tucker was more in 1919---he’s the 7th of 14 children---we have a profile of this 
centenarian

05/6/19 8a & 9a 3:15
The Georgia Swarm professional lacrosse team readies for the playoffs---we preview all the action

05/8/19 5a/7a/9a 2:40
An animal shelter in Atlanta started a program to give sick shelter dogs happier final days. Lifeline animal project 
finds foster families for dogs with a terminal illness so they don’t have to sit alone in shelter

05/8/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Designers illuminate stories of Historic Oakland Cemetery with interactive light installations

05/9/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:30
Former boxing champ aims to knock out childhood obesity—in the BoxFit program

05/10/19 6a & 9a 2:50
A mom and daughter work together for TSA at Hartsfield Jackson International airport---a story for Mother’s Day

05/10/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:00
Splashing into summer at Six Flags Whitewater we have a preview of the popular metro Atlanta attraction

05/14/19 8a/9a/10a 4:00
We visit another “escape” game location—this time Hopper’s Cabin from the hit show “Stranger Things” is one of 
the man games at Escape Woods in Powders Springs (Cobb County) 

05/15/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
Wakeboards at Terminus Wake Park—we preview the Nautique WWA Wake Park National Championships

05/15/19 10a 3:30
Dr. Carol Soloway, who is half-way into a 6500 RV book tour to raise funds for missing kids—stops by to talk 
about National Missing Children’s Day
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05/16/19 8a & 9a 4:00
Local break-dancers prepare for a weekend festival and competition at Acworth’s Rockwell Dance Academy

05/16/19 10a 3:30
Newborn photography---our guests talks about how you can take better photos of your young children---and for that 
matter all your family

05/17/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Grammy nominated Color Me Badd headlines a unique Dekalb venue—the Vista Room at Napoleans

05/17/19 5/6pm 2:50
A special send-off today for a man who’s impacted thousands of children in Carroll County. Mr. John Locket has 
been the long-time custodian at Sand Hill Elementary School in Carrollton. And today, students, teachers and 
administrators joined to celebrate his last day. 

05/20/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
A special visit to a place where folks with a sweet tooth will love. The Pastry Depot---offering up all types of 
confections from cupcakes and pies—to cakes and bonbons---the list goes on….

5/21/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
GDA feature teams goes “camping” at the Great Wolf Lodge in LaGrange----we were there for the grand opening 
last year---we return for a new look at what’s new this year----

05/22/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Preview of the Pandemonium ride at Six Flags Over Georgia---before it opens to the public when season opens next 
week.

05/23/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:25
Pickett’s Mill Battlefield prepares for its annual reenactment---we take a look at preps for one of the most famous 
Civil War battlefields 

05/23/19 9a 3:30
Country Music Hall of Famer And Georgia native Bill Anderson stops by to talk about a scholarship endowment at 
his hometown Commerce High School and other topics about the industry

05/23/19 10a 3:15
A local POMS cheerleading group stops by to talk about what they do—tie-in with the recent movie that was 
released

05/23/19 9a 3:00
Director of MUST Minstries is here to talk about saving the summer lunch programs that was prompted to make 
changes from the community making lunches---to a scenario where volunteers can just package pre-made foodstuffs

05/23/19 10a 3:15
Miss Georgia winner stops by prior to the new contest where a new Miss Georgia will be selected

05/24/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:00
We preview the upcoming Atlanta Jazz Festival at Piedmont Park---as some of the talent stops by the park

05/24/19 5pm 2:10
He’s performed and choreographed so many pivotal moments in dance – working with superstars Beyonce and 
Mariah Carey. Now Anthony Burrell focuses on helping here in Atlanta. 
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05/24/19 11pm 1:50
For many families, this Memorial Day Weekend marks the unofficial start of summer. And with kids out of school, 
parents are looking for ways to keep them busy. Dekalb County police officers are preparing to entertain and engage 
young people during their summer break. 

05/27/19 5pm 2:30
The weather’s hot and summer break is in full swing. And if you want a cool adventure you can take the plunge 
right into the Georgia Aquarium. You may not know this, but you can snorkel or dive right alongside the world 
famous whale sharks. 

05/27/19 6pm 1:40
Athleticism, theater and comedy all combined. That’s the style of play you see on the basketball court with the 
Harlem Globetrotters, right? Well, an Atlanta 5-year-old is fascinated by the exhibition basketball team. 

05/27/19 7a & 9a 2:35
Therapeutic program for Wounded Warriors diving a the Georgia Aquarium

05/27/19 10a 3:15
Taking a look at YMCA summer camp activities

05/28/19 5a & 7a 2:15
Local high school students are young entrepeneurs

05/28/19 10/11pm 3:20
Life is a lot better tonight for a little boy thanks to the hard work and generosity of some Home Depot employees. 
The group of workers came to the rescue of 2-year-old Logan Moore when his family’s insurance refused to pay for 
a walker. 

05/29/19 5/6/11pm 4:30
Griffin police officers receiving high praise for taking on some youngsters. Those in blue and those they service 
took sides in what the officers call “Operation Super Soaker”. Some neighbors grabbed their cell phones to catch the 
action. 

05/29/19 7a & 9a 2:45
Womens World Cup profiles---we visit with 3 members of the National team

05/29/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:15
No motor needed at June’s first-ever Speedway Spin at Atlanta Motor Speedway---it’s be peddle power that be 
moving the bike around the track for this fund-raiser for Childrens Healthcare of Atlanta

05/30/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:00
New Coke returns to the World of Coke—as part of a tie-in with the show produced in Atlanta: “Stranger Things”

05/31/19 7A/8A/9A/10A 3:40
Lawn mower racing---yes, it’s a thing. It’s the Cutting Edge Spring National Lawn Mower Races---we take a look at 
this unusual event presented by the Alpharetta Convention and Visitors Bureau

05/31/19 6pm 2:20
The Hawks basketball season is over, or is it? The answer, yes and no. The Atlanta Hawks are preparing for the 
NBA draft, but their virtual counterparts, The Hawks Talon Gaming Club is right in the middle of its inaugural 
season. 
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05/31/19 10/11pm 3:00
Firefighters have a close bond – so when the son of a Cherokee County firefighter ended up in the hospital, 
firefighters from around the world helped out. Tonight, 17-year-old Logan Droke was supposed to cross the stage 
for his high school graduation, but he was too ill to make it to the ceremony. 

06/3/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:10
Womens World Cup fever is catching and the GDA team checks out the MOBA Soccer Academy in Peachtree City

06/3/19 9a 3:00
Just in time for upcoming summer fun---we have a confectioner in studio with creative candy crafts as part of 
National Candy Month

06/4/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:25
We speak to a local man who gets his story in the Star War Adventures comic book—and where better to conduct 
this interview than My Parents’ Basement comic book store

06/4/19 10a 3:30
The metro Atlanta March of Dimes kicks off its first Provisions With A Purpose fund-raiser at the College Football 
Hall of Fame—and we preview the event with one of the participating restaurants

06/5/19 7a & 9a 2:30
Talking soccer in advance of the Womens World Cup----we brush up on soccer terminology

06/5/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Butterflies soar at this new Daholonega. GA destination---the Dahlonega Butterfly Farm

06/6/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
New exhibit at Fernbank Museum---Monster Fish: In Search of the Last River Giants

06/7/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Celebrating National Donut day by visiting Five Daughters Bakery where they serve up some of the best donuts in 
greater Atlanta

06/10/19 5a & 7a 2:40
Girl Scouts help the homeless: A girl scout troop is using thousands of plastic bags to weave bed mats for homeless 
people.

6/10/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:15
Disney’s Doc McStuffin taks over the Atlanta’s Children Museum—with a new exhibit

06/10/19 5pm 2:10
A Girl Scout troop in Cobb County hopes to improve the environment while helping the homeless. The girls have 
used thousands of plastic bags that would’ve gone into landfills for an innovative project.  

06/11/19 5a & 8a 2:15
An update about a little girl we profiled last year with a rare genetic disorder---

06/11/19 10a 2:45
Lawson Bates Charity Concert---a family is working to turn their pain into purpose after the death of their newborn 
son----Parker Archie was diagnosed with Trisomy 13---now the family want to help other parents who have children 
with this rare disease.

06/11/19 8a 4:15
The Toy Story 4 Interactive van stop by the studios in advance of the premier week of the new Disney film
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06/11/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:30
Celebrating summer at Zac Brown’s Camp Southern Ground---the non-profit offers week long residential camps 
throughout the summer---many specifically structured to serve all  children, regardless of their background---
including those with autism, ADHD, dyslexia, and other learning challenges.

06/12/19 7a & 9a 2:50
A couple WWC players from metro Atlanta talk about their homesickness—and what them miss about the ATL

06/12/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:50
Forsyth County Junior Fire Academy---we show off this annual camp for seventh and 8th graders and covers several 
topics including CPR, search-and-rescue and more

6/13/19 5a & 7a 2:00
CHOA Lantern Parade: Sandy Springs will light up this weekend for the 4th annual “Take it to the River” lantern 
parade—but in advance of that organizers stopped by CHOA to let the kids enjoy the experience.

06/13/19 5/11pm 3:00
Marietta Police say that boy took the right steps to protect himself and they want other kids to be able to do the 
same. That’s the goal of the “Rad Kids” camp that wrapped up today in Cobb County.

06/14/19 7a & 9a 2:35
Free things to do for Father’s Day

06/14/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
McDonough Caribbean Cultural Festival---this is the marquee event put on by the Caribbean Association of 
Georgia---last year more than 6000 folks attended---we have a preview

06/17/19 9a 4:30
Cookie shop on wheels---“Not As Famous Cookie Co”. stops by with their cookie food truck to share some samples 
and talk about their upcoming brick and mortar store

06/17/19 8a & 10a 3:00
Jimmy Roach from Atlanta is set to be inducted into the R & B Hall of Fame for his work and collaborations on 
many Motown hits

06/18/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
Learning the art of sushi at O-ku Atlanta a West Midtown location offering the finest in sushi

06/19/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:30
Pre-teens can dance through summer at the Atlanta Ballet’s Alley Camp---combining dancers from the Atlanta 
Ballet and the Alvin Alley dance troupe---100 local middle schoolers get to take part in this six-week camp of 
underserved communities.

06/20/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
Atlanta Flying Disc Club is gearing up for the “Color of Ultimate: ATL” an exhibition game to help bring diversity 
to this sport

06/21/19 7a & 9a 2:30
Local players taking part in the Womens World Cup are profiled

06/21/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:50
Marietta Museum marks the 80 years of Gone With The Wind
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06/21/19 9a 3:15
Yellowstone National Park celebration preview---we speak with zoologist and naturalist Chris Packham and 
journalist Jana Wolfe about the American treasure

06/24/19 8a & 10a 3:10
Gwinnett Stiperrs offer the total fan experience at CoolRay Field---and we take a look at some of the new food and 
other amenities at the Atlanta Braves minor league team’s home field

06/24/19 5P/6P 4:00
He's only ten years old but today, he was in charge of one of the largest municipal police forces in clayton county. 
Ethan Duhon got to be "chief for the day" as part of a new partnership between the forest park police department and 
children's healthcare of Atlanta. 

06/26/19 8a & 10a 3:05
The MasterChef Mystery Box Challenge---our GDA feature reporter takes the challenge to make a recipe from the 
ingredients sent to the station by the MasterChef team---it turns out okay

06/26/19 10a 3:30
Former Exec. VP and Marketing officer with Atlanta-based Chick-fil-A is in studio to talk about his new book: 
Covert Cows and Chick-fil-A: How Faith, Cows, and Chicken Built an Iconic Brand

06/27/19 10a 3:30
Atlanta Dream coach and player stop by to talk about season and upcoming game(s)

06/28/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 2:30
A preview of the new FOX show “What Just Happened?” with host Fred Savage

Wednesday’s Child 

04/12/19                                             6PM 2:40
Jalah /Makeup Lesson
In this Week's Wednesday's child we introduce you to a sweet teenager who dreams of becoming a nurse one day.
Like many teen girls Jalah loves make-up and she got a chance to learn from the pro's.   

04/24/19                                            6PM 2:42
Ynobe/Medieval Times
In this week’s Wednesday’s Child we introduce you to a teenager with a love for school and the outdoors. Ynobe, a 
sixth grader hopes to find a forever family before the summer.

05/08/19                                            6PM 2:01
Tyler/Virtual Reality
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a teenager who uses video games to pass the time while in 
foster care.  Tyler has been waiting for a forever family for some time and hopes to win over the hearts of a mom 
and dad

05/22/19                                            6PM 2:19
Ashton/Ninja Warrior
In this week's Wednesday's Child, we introduce you a kid who you might see on American Ninja Warrior one day.
Ashton impressed us with his ninja skills -- but who'd he really like to impress, would be a mom and dad.

06/05/19                                            6PM 2:08
John and Damion/Tiny Towne
We introduce you to two brothers who would love to be adopted together. Right now, John and Damion are living in 
two different foster homes. They spent the day at Tiny Towne for some much needed sibling time. 
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06/19/19                                            6PM 2:18
Jayden/Bodies Exhibit
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a boy who dreams of playing for the Atlanta Falcons one day. 
Jayden got a rough start in life, but knows his forever family is out there waiting.

Georgia Gang

04/07/19 8:30AM                                        
At the very last minute, the state senate gave the approval for the bill for “medical marijuana” to be grown in 
Georgia.  This was a huge win for families. Research has proven that states that make it easier for families to get 
access to medical cannabis have lower rates of opioid addiction and overdoses.

04/14/19 8:30AM                                        
It’s time to bring disaster relief to Georgia farmers. Hurricane Michael wiped out crops last October. Governor Brian 
Kemp wants Congress to stand up for our farmers. The governor says that Congress is not recognizing the urgency 
of the $3billion loss in Georgia’s pecan industry as well as other damages. Georgia has come up with $75 million for 
agricultural loans to help 274 families, but it’s not nearly enough. Governor Kemp says that he will not stand down 
until Congress stands up for Georgia farmers. 

04/21/19 8:30AM                                        
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Atlanta is the fourth largest growing metro area, just behind Dallas, Phoenix 
and Houston.  We’re also the ninth largest metro area, catching up to Philadelphia. Some Atlanta City Council 
members have an idea of an Atlanta Congestion Tax.  A congestion tax is not necessary, but a better planning 
concept needs to be put in place. Traffic needs to be reduced and transit needs to be expanded, but traffic studies are 
needed before building more buildings and killing green space. 

04/28/19 8:30AM                                        
The I-285 expansion project could impact hundreds of homeowners. Toll lanes are headed to the top end of I-285, 
and a lot residents want to know if their homes will be taken. Brookhaven’s mayor held a meeting after learning 
from the Georgia D.O.T. that some 300 hundred properties could be impacted. The project could cost upwards of $5 
billion. We do need toll lanes, bus rapid transit, and to expand transit in this region. Brookhaven’s mayor was 
proactive in communicating with the public. Brookhaven, which is one of the fastest growing zip codes in the 
country, wants to make sure its residents retain their property value and quality of life. 

05/05/19 8:30AM                                        
There has been a lot of talk about voter suppression in Georgia. But, the number of registered voters has reached a 
record 7 million, mostly due to a change that when you get your driver’s license you are automatically registered to 
vote unless you decide to opt out. Automatic registration is great, but questions regarding those who don’t have 
licenses are not included. Local counties also need to make sure all eligible voters are counted.  Training sessions 
are being held by the Secretary of State to work with all counties to step it up, including having the appropriate 
number of voting machines in the right places.

05/12/19 8:30AM                                        
Governor Brian Kemp signed the HeartBeat Bill into law. One of the most restrictive abortion laws in the country, 
the Life Act will ban almost all abortions. Unlike some other states’ abortion laws, Georgia’s law states that once a 
fetal heartbeat is detected, it is a person that must be included in the state’s population and can be named as a 
dependent in tax filings. The long legal fight is beginning because some feel the law limits women’s rights and that 
it’s unconstitutional. It is a divisive issue, but the polls are standing on the side of women. Governor Kemp stated, 
“through the life act, we will allow precious babies to grow up and realize their full, God-given potential.” 

05/19/19 8:30AM                                        
Violent protests broke out this week outside the Dekalb County jail. Demonstrators cited poor and unfit conditions 
inside the jail, including black mold. Sheriff Jeffrey Mann denies any claim of human rights violations, but admits 
mold is an issue.  The people need to be heard, but in a civil way, as some claims are valid. 
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05/26/19 8:30AM                                        
One of the largest protests of Georgia’s so-called HeartBeat Law happened this week in Atlanta on the steps of the 
State Capitol. The voices of opponents could be heard from here to Hollywood. The crowd fighting against the 
newly signed law would outlaw most abortions after doctors detect a heartbeat. The protest may fall on deaf ears 
when it comes to Governor Brian Kemp who campaigned to pass one of the most restrictive abortion laws in the 
country. Some in Hollywood are protesting the new law, by way of boycott, saying they will not film anymore in 
Georgia. The ACLU’s Andrea Young says the legal fight is just beginning and plans to file suit over the summer.

06/02/19 8:30AM                                        
Four major studios are weighing in on the controversial HeartBeat bill. Disney, Netflix, Warner Media and Comcast 
NBC Universal are all contemplating whether their companies will continue to contribute to Georgia’s economy. 
Governor Brian Kemp has been proactive in his outreach to movie studio executives and believes a pro-life culture 
and the movie industry can exist side-by-side.

06/09/19 8:30AM                                        
Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms has been promoting transparency in city government. Mayor Bottoms is being 
accused of hiring staff before she took office. There is an on-going federal corruption investigation going on in city 
hall. The auditor and ethics officer have requested information that Mayor Bottoms has supposedly not released 
because she wants to redact and review the information as to not implicate anyone who is not involved.

06/16/19 8:30AM
Newly elected Insurance Commissioner Jim Beck is suspended as the Feds have accused Mr. Beck of stealing $2 
million from his former employer. Following the indictment, Governor Brian Kemp asked Mr. Beck to resign and 
appointed Doraville Police Chief John King as insurance chief, the first Hispanic constitutional officer in Georgia. 
Gov. Kemp wanted a person of high integrity above everything else, plus someone that can run an agency, and he 
feels confident in King’s ability to lead the agency. 

06/23/19 8:30AM
Marietta Police Department wrote 170 citations catching folks texting while driving or just holding their phones on 
their laps, which is against the law. Officers were dressed up as construction workers. Though deceiving, it worked, 
as officers went undercover in order to save to lives and prevent accidents. 

06/30/19 8:30AM
Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms this week rolled out a major plan for affordable housing. $1 billion in public/private 
funds, 20,000 units. The mayor is fulfilling a campaign promise and will be dealing with city council legislation, 
contractors, private industry, which may be a tough lift, and she’s willing to take on the fight for the city. Though 
there have been some failed plans for affordable housing in the past, Mayor Bottoms’ campaign promise is a plan in 
progress, and it’s good for the city to think of affordable housing.
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Community Affairs
Issue-Oriented Community Projects

April-June

APRIL
   
Georgia Department of Adult & Technical Education – Awards

The GOAL (Georgia Occupational Award of Leadership) Awards is an annual dinner program which provides 
recognition to outstanding students in Georgia’s technical colleges.  

FOX 5 has supported technical education through this event for more than 30 years.  The station provided an emcee 
for the event and website exposure.


